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How Sweet It Is!
JMU stuns Penn St
73-71; advances
to NCAA's Sweet 16

Maurice Jones &
LynneQutlarKl
skywriters
Euphoric.
That's the word to best describe the JMU women's basketball
team as they hugged and wept and celebrated on the floor of the
Penn State Recreation Hall after knocking off the No. 1 team in
the nation, 73-71, in the second round of the NCAA's Eastern
Region.
Saturday's upset win over the top-seeded Lady Lions assured
the Dukes of their fourth Sweet Sixteen appearance in six years.
JMU will now face fourth-seeded Gem son (21-10) Thursday
night at the Palestra in Philadelphia.
In a game full of big plays, the biggest came with four
seconds left on the clock.
With the Dukes leading 73-71, Penn State guard Tanya Garner
had an opportunity to tie or win the contest, but a moment of
panic by the Lion senior enabled JMU forward Jean inc
Michealsen to secure a spot in JMU women's basketball history.
Michealsen's block of Garner's three-point attempt with four
ticks left capped a seemingly improbable JMU comeback that
began in the opening minutes of the second half.
"I knew they were going to get the ball to Tanya Gamer and
go one-on-one because they were successful with that for most of
the first half," Michealsen said. "It was just a matter of keeping
my hand in her face because she's a threat from the three-point
arc and keeping my feet moving. But the block ... well I got
lucky."
After falling behind 11-0 to start the game and being down 249 after eight minutes of play, the Dukes' defense kicked in.
JMU's D sparked an 11-2 run and cut the State lead to 26-20.
But the Lady Lions regained their composure and built their lead
back to 41-29 by ha If time.
According to JMU head coach Shelia Moorman, the Dukes
problems in the first stanza were caused by the intimidating
atmosphere of the deafening Penn State crowd of 6,087 — a
school record.
"As much as you talk about not being shell-shocked by the
environment, it's a different story being in it," Moorman said.
"But at halftime we talked about the fact that [Penn State] hadn't
run anything we weren't prepared for, and 'now let's
loosen it up and get in the passsing lanes even more.'"
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UPSET pa** 2

JMU's Vickl Harris (facing) and Kerri Gilmore celebrate their upset win over Penn State.
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Upset
left in the game. However the Lions
wouldn't quit. Once again it was
Garner who connected with a big threepointer to slow down JMU's
momentum.
Her trey ignited an 11-3 run that tied
the game and brought the stunned
crowd back to life. The momentum had
shifted and Moorman called timeout.
With 3:06 left, Michealsen came up
big for the Dukes with a tip-in off of a
miss by JMU guard Emily McCracken.

CONTINUED from page I

The Dukes did drop back into the
passing lanes in an effort to stop Penn
State's taller frontcourt from
dominating.
JMU's
constant
harassment of PSU's 6-foot-3-inch
center Kathy Phillips and 6-foot-1-inch
forward Susan Robinson led to their
success in rebounding.
Controlling the boards with a team
that goes just 6-foot, 5-foot-10 and 5foot-10 up front has been a sore spot
for the Dukes all season, but it was a
key to Saturday's win. JMU
outrebounded the Lady Lions 37-36.
Penn State head coach Rene Portland
was disappointed in her team's
inability to take advantage of their size.
"We got the crap beat out of us
inside," Portland said. "We didn't
exploit the inside. Mentally we did not
handle the situation well at all. And we
got crushed on the boards.*'
"We're used to being outrebounded,''
Moorman said, "so if we rebounded
with them it was a surprise."
In the decisive second half, JMU
exploded with an 8-0 run that cut the
lead to 41-37 at the 16:40 mark. The
run was sparked by senior forward
Vicki Harris, who connected on a pair
of free throws and a 16-foot jump shot
30 seconds later. Harris led the team in
scoring with 18 and pulled down a
team leading 10 boards.
The Dukes then went on a 15-4 run
to take the lead for the first time in the
game on a pair of free throws from
forward Brandy Cruthird at the 12:14
mark. Thirty seconds later Cruthird
pushed the JMU lead to four, 51-47,
with a driving layup.
"I've never been involved with a
better comeback," Moorman said. "I'm
just so proud of the effort of our kids .
. . the courage that it took [to make
the comeback].''
But Penn State countered with a
three-point shot from Gamer. Garner's
play in the second half kept the Lady
Lions in the ball game after
relinquishing the lead. The S-foot-7inch guard finished with a game-high
24 points.
JMU's smothering defense, spurred
by consecutive steals by Cruthird,

"We got the crap beat
out of us inside. We
didn't exploit the
inside. Mentally we
did not handle the
situation well at all.
And we got crushed
on the boards."
Rene Portland
head coach
of Penn State's women's
basketball team
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JMU guard Nickie Hardison drives around Penn State's Tina Henry in the
first half of Saturday's game.
continued to force the Lady Lions into
turnovers, which in turn resulted in
JMU points. With the Dukes up S4-S2
and 9:27 left, Cruthird made her fust
crucial steal on a pass from PSU's
Robinson that led to a 18-foot jumper
by Michealsen to put the JMU up by
four. On Penn State's next possesion,
Lion point guard Dana Eikenbberg
became Cruthird's next victim. Her

steal was Penn State's 12th turnover of
the game.
"We figured out in January that the
strength of this team was defense,"
Moorman said.
Two free throws from Harris and a
couple of short jumpers from
Michealsen helped the Dukes to their
largest lead, 62-54, with seven minutes

Less than a minute later, Cruthird's
basket inside increased JMU's lead back
to four, 71-67. Following two Lion
free throws, JMU point guard Kerri
Gilmore was fouled and went to the
line with 1:12 left. Gilmore came
through in the clutch and connected on
both shots. It was Garner who returned
the favor. Using her quickness again,
she went to the hoop and cut the lead
to two with 53 seconds on the clock.
After a JMU miss, the stage was set
for Michealsen's defensive heroics and
the ensuing festivities.
The Dukes victory sets up a rematch
of the 1988 NCAA second-round
tournament game in which JMU
topped Clem son 70-63 at the
Convocation Center.
JMU is looking to break into the
final eight for the first time in team
history when they play at the Palestra
Thurdsay night. The East Regional
championship game is set for noon
this Saturday.
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Commission plans library of the future
Christy Mumford, Ian Record
& Kent Shea
staffwriters
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Dr. Carrier and University Librarian Dennis Robison discuss the future
of Carrier Library Friday.

Henderson pleads
not guilty to murder
of student Whitlock
Ian Record
assistant news editor
Ronald Lee Henderson pleaded not guilty
Wednesday in Staunlon Circuit Court to capital
murder in connection with the January 1990 death
of JMU sophomore Leann Whitlock.
Henderson also pleaded not guilty to charges of
robbing and abducting Whitlock from Valley Mall
in Harrisonburg on Jan. S. Henderson's trial is
scheduled for March 25 to 29 in Winchester.
The trial, which will begin about 14 months
after Whidock's death, marks the culmination of a
highly publicized murder case that has centered
students' attention on personal and campus safety
issues.
Henderson pleaded not guilty to the three
charges after Judge Rudolph Bumgardner III denied
nine defense motions, including a motion that the
death penalty not be imposed if Henderson is
convicted.
An Augusta County jury convicted co-defendant
Tommy David Strickler, 25, of New Market, in
June 1990 of capital murder. Strickler was
sentenced to death in connection with Whitlock's
murder and to two life terms for robbery and
HENDERSON page 8

Better electronic access to
information is one of the goals of
JMU's commission on the library of
the 21st century.
The commission, made up of various
faculty, administrators, students and
library staff, held a day-long meeting
Friday to make plans to "improve
support services to the academic
community" even though "the budget
can't keep up," according to JMU
university librarian Dennis Robison.
"We will get $200,000 next year [in
federal funding] and $50,000 is just
taken up in inflationary journal costs,"
Robison said in a preliminary meeting
Thursday.
"This has been a period of growth for
Carrier Library and in programs to take
in new technology, but it's been both a

blessing and a curse.
Budget problems "have forced us into
looking very hard into which kinds of
services we have for students," he said.
Robison said one of the problems
facing Carrier Library is gaining access
to "fugitive literature" — private
communication between scholars that
he said has replaced some types of
scholarly publications.
Also at the Friday meeting, JMU
President Ronald Carrier asked the
commission to explore "how wc use
the technology that is available and
will be available to enhance
scholarship on a campus for faculty
and students."
Carrier also said he hoped the
commission would have the final plans
for the addition to the library soon.
"Wc have to make decisions about
LIBRARY page 9

Living sciences dept. to dissolve
Donna Ragsdate
stqffwraer
The Department of Living Sciences will be
dissolved July 1 and its programs will be distributed
to other departments.
"It is viewed as a positive reorganization," said Dr.
Julius Roberson, dean of the College of Health and
Human Services, which includes the Department of
Living Sciences.
"There were many discussions among the faculty
about how to bring about a better identity of die
programs and to continue growth in the programs,"
Roberson said.
After four or five years of discussions, die decision
to make the transition came at the beginning of last
year.
The home economics courses associated with living
sciences were among the first disciplines at Madison
College. From this emerged interior design, dietetics
and fashion merchandising, he said.
Interior design will move to the art department and
dietetics will become part of health sciences
department.
Dr. Richard Whitman, Dean of the College of Fine
Arts and Communication, will be responsible for the
interior design program.
"Most of the departments have core courses,"
Whitman said. "The advantage here is that they can
have their own curriculum without the core
curriculum classes."
The home economics teacher certification program
will be eliminated. Students already in this study will
finish under their catalog but the program was not

offered this year.
Fewer core class requirements will allow more
room for minor classes in their schedules. Dorothy
Pomraning, acting head of the Department of Living
Sciences, will become coordinator of two new minors
in gerontology and family issues next year.
SCIENCES page 14

Fashion program
to become center
Expecting more growth and viability, JMU's
fashion merchandising program will become a center
July 1.
Although the center will be within the College of
Fine Arts and Communication, it will not be
associated with any department.
"It is relatively unique as a self-standing center,"
said Dr. Richard Whitman, dean of the College of
Fine Arts and Communication. "It is going to
necessitate that we approach this in a different
manner."
The fashion merchandising center's two faculty and
about 60 majors will move from its current housing
in Moody Hall to a four-office complex in Sheldon
Hall. A minor in fashion merchandising will be
added.
"The program offers the chance of studying abroad
or taking minors," said Dr. Ruth Shelton, coordinator
of the new center and associate professor of living
FASHION page 9
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Human Rights Week

,w

LAST
CHANCE!!

Amnesty International
Tues., March 19th -

Jane Henderson
"Human Rights in the U.S. Justice
System"
5:00 P.M., Warren Campus Center,

Valley Room
Wed., March 20th -

David Nova
\
"The Death Penalty - A Human Rights Abuse?"
6:00 P.M. Warren Campus Center, Valley
Room
JAMNESTY ^1

Featuring Campi
Heat-Mbtp,Nrf
8:00P.M. POfalUpAn - FJtEE

Wagon,
ilence

.

Cosponsored with WXJlfl
Thurs., March 21st -

To Be Announced
5:00 P.M. Warren Campus Center, Valley
Room
ESPERANZA
"Human Rights Abuses in Central
America"
7:00 P.M. Warren Campus Center,
Highlands Room
Cosponsored by SGA

All speakers and events are free of charge and all are welcome.

'
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CONTRACT
AND
DEPOSIT
MUST BE RECEIVED
TODAY, MARCH 18, in the
Cashier's office in Wilson.
No exceptions.

1 u.
March
Jack White will hold classes
Billard Instruction on:
Monday,March25 -10 am and 1 _
Tuesday, March 26 -10 am and 1pm
Sign up to Compete in Tournament between Monday, March 18 and Tu
On Tuesday, immediately following the last class, a Drawir
Positions in the Tournament will take place.

>ng

Tournament will run the remainder of Tuesday and aU of Wednesday (Men and Women)
Thursday, march 27 *• Women's Final around Noon. Men's Final - 9:00 a m
(Round Robin Style)

•e& Campus Center
Le~Room !
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Fraternity to raise funds for disabled Honor code changes
as part of PUSH week service project designed to disallow
JoeKomft

writer

Pi Kappa Phi fraternity will attempt to break their
national scaffold-sitting record this week to raise
money for the mentally and physically disabled as
part of PUSH week.
PUSH, or People Understanding the Severely
Handicapped, is Pi Kappa Phi's national service
project The fraternity has raised nearly $1.4 million
for the project since 1977.
"The focus of PUSH is two-fold: first, to create a
regional disability awareness week, and secondly, to
generate funds that will go directly to help the
disabled," said junior Jody Jaap, PUSH chairman for
the JMU chapter of Pi Kappa Phi.
PUSH Week will be held at the commons, where
80 brothers and 21 pledges will take turns sitting on
the scaffold 24 hours a day to break their record of
108 consecutive hours.
"We are trying to create a week where students, as
they go through their day, will realize some of the
added challenges that people with disabilities are
confronted with," Jaap said.
Other fund-raising activities, in addition to the
scaffold sit, include a wheelchair race and a sorority
quarters race, as well the distribution of the PUSH
booklet to more than 2,000 faculty and students.
Kinko's Copies donated the booklet, which will

include a description of PUSH and its benefits to the
disabled.
Pi Kappa Phi hopes to raise $5,000 over the week,
and students can help simply by being generous when
asked, Jaap said.
"We are going to have collections at the scaffold, as
well as have brothers circulating all over campus
asking students for donations," Jaap said. "The little
effort it takes to help PUSH creates an immeasurable
benefit to people with disabilities, benefits that for
some will last a lifetime."
Several sororities will be raising money
individually, and the sorority with the most money at
the end of each day will have its flag flown on the
scaffold the next day. The sorority that raises the
most money by the end of the week will receive a
trophy.
"In college, we have the opportunity and the
manpower to create so much good and have such a
positive impact on people's lives," Jaap said. "It
would be a waste for us not to take advantage of it.
"It is hard to realize how much PUSH helps
individuals until you are able to see it for yourself.
The effects are immeasurable."
Anyone interested in more information or in
donating money to PUSH week may send a check to
Pi Kappa Phil PUSH, P.O. Box 1211, or call
564-0661.

benefits of students

Klran Knshnamurthy

stqffwriter

Recent changes in JMU Honor Code penalties
are intended to keep some students from actually
profiling from infractions.
Under the new policy, students found guilty of a
violation will receive a grade of F for the course
in which the violation occurred and a W for every
other course taken that semester, according to Bill
Turner, Honor Council president
Students found guilty under the present policy
receive a grade of W in all classes taken during the
semester — including the one where the violation
took place — which in some cases can actually
benefit a student. Turner said.
In the case that spurred the Council to
re-evaluate the policy, a student failing the
majority of his classes came out on top when
found guilty of a violation, Turner said.
"Getting Ws actually helped him out," he said.
"That's not the way it should be, and we decided
this is a problem we have to address."
Students found guilty will continue to face a
suspension of at least one semester, expulsion or
permanent withdrawal from JMU under (he revised
policy, which takes effect with the publication of
COUNCIL page 14

SQUIRE HILL

Your Off Campus

HOUSING HEADQUARTERS
Pool & Qubhouse
Tennis Court
Will-to-Wall Carpet
Small Pets Allowed

Full Size Washer & Dryer
Fully Equipped Kitchen
U 43 Bedroom Units
10-12 Month Leases

Tollhouses and Garden Apartments
Avaiable
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New Townhouses Available
for Sale or Rent!

Hunters Ridge offers you MORE!
• Decks and Patios
• Two Microwaves
• Dishwasher
• Mini Blinds
• Full Size Washer/Dryer
• Refrigerator w/ Ice Maker

• Security Service
Range
• Cleaning Service
Maximum Privacy
• 1/4 Mile to Campus
Storage Areas
• Sand Volleyball & Basketball
Wet Bars
• More Parking
Ceiling Fans
On-site Professional Management • Hunters Ridge Housing
Scholarship
Many Parents of JMU
Students are making a profit
everyday owning a Hunters
Ridge Unit! Let us show you
how you can live RENT
FREE while your family
enjoys the financial benefits
of Ownership vs. Renting.

To Find Out How:
Call or visit our Model/Office
located on-site, just off Port
Republic Road (Beside HoJo's).

Hunters Ridge Townhouses
First Floor

Second Floor

Management Office
715 Port Republic Rd.
Harrisonburg, Va
434-5150

Sales Office
1303 Bradley Dr.
Harrisonburg, Va
434-1761
1(800) 234-1364

.

-
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Speaker on Middle East:
Col. Myrl Allinder will speak on "Conspiracy,
confrontation and conflict in the Middle East: the
coming war with Russia over energy" on Sunday,
March 24 at 6 p.m in Harrison Room A-205.
Allindcr's address will focus on the current Middle
East situation as it relates to the United States and (he
Soviet Union.
A question-and-answer session will follow the
speech.

Family Tidbits
In the United States last year, 26 percent of the nation's 93.9 million
households were composed of couples married with children.
Although there were 24.5 million families married with children, the
Census Bureau report showed the following statistics regarding
non-traditional families were recorded in 1990.
9.7 million single parents
nearly all the single parents were women
8.4 million families were maintained by the mother
single-parent households were three times more
common among black families than among white
families

Gun control debate:
A gun control debate will be held today at 8:30
p.m. in Room C of the Warren Campus Center.
Elizabeth Swasey, director of Women's Issues and
Information of the National Rifle Association, will
be presenting for the NRA.
Michael Brown will be presenting the views of
Congressman Jim Moran, who is a co-patron on the
House of Reprcntative a bill requiring at least seven
days before the purchase of a handgun.
Dr. Anthony Eksterowicz, assistant professor of
political science, will moderate the debate.
All students and faculty are invited to attend.
Social Work Celebration Day:
The second annual Social Work Celebration Day
will be held Friday, March 22 in the Warren Campus
Center.
The theme will be "Social Work: The Helping
Profession Serving People Just Like You." The day
will include workshops and speakers about current
social work issues.
The event is free and open to all students.
Registration and refreshments will begin at 9:15 a.m.
in the Highlands Room of the WCC.
Trinity Presbyterian Church:
Trinity Presbyterian Church, located on the comer
of High Street and Maryland Avenue, will hold a
spring membership meeting Thursday, March 21
from 7 to 9 p.m.
John Donaldson will speak on "Estate planning for
parents with disabled dependents." He is a professor of
law at the College of William and Mary and currently
is working as a visiting professor at Washington and
Lee University.
Refreshments will be served and sitters will be
provided.
Breeze Newsfile is offered when space permits to
publicize information on job opportunities and
campus and area activities. To nave information
reviewed for publication, call 568-6127 or send
information to the news editor, do The Breeze,
Anthony-Seeger Hall, JMU, Harrisonburg, Va.,
22807.

Source: 77» Washington Post, Feboiary 1991
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nations to make "confidence-building measures"
Troops will stay in Gulf:
toward Israel, and to persuade the Israelis to make
U.S. troops will stay in the Persian Gulf until a
similar overtures toward the Palestinians.
peacekeeping force is established, President Bush
said Thursday, after he and French President FranEncouragement on hostages:
cois Mitterrand held a brief summit meeting in
Secretary of State James Baker
Martinique. Bush said U.S. forces
left
Syria Thursday, carrying
will not leave until Iraq complies AROUND THE GLOBE £
seemingly
encouraging words on
with all U.N. resolutions, includhostages in Lebanon. "We have
ing paying reparations for its octhe feeling that the hostage issue
cupation of Kuwait.
has to be resolved," Syrian Foreign Minister Farouk Shaara said
Birmingham Six released:
in Damascus. Thirteen Western
Six angry men walked free in
hostages are held in Lebanon by
London on Thursday after 16
Islamic fundamentalists loyal to
years in prison when a British apIran.
Syria also holds influence,
peals court reversed their convicas a peacekeeper in Lebanon.
tions for the Irish Republican

3 M+
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Army's deadliest bomb attack. ^ 3H01D 3HZ ONflOHV
POWs recount captivity:
The six range in age from 44 to
Former
U.S.
prisoners
of war, speaking to re60, and four of them are now completely grayporters for the first time Thursday, recounted days
haired. The six were arrested shortly after bombs
in captivity marked by beatings, shock torture,
planted in two pubs killed 21 people and injured
fear and uncertainly. "About 90 percent of the
162 others in Birmingham.
time you felt you were in danger of losing your
life," Navy Lt. Jeffrey Zaun said. Several other
Germany wants Honecken
former captives — who appeared on Iraqi-made
Germany accused Moscow of violating internavideotapes — said they made statements under
tional law by taking former East German commuduress.
nist leader Erich Honecker, 78, away from the
newly united country to the Soviet Union for medBrutality review ordered:
ical treatment. Honecker has been facing manAttorney General Dick Thornburgh Thursday
slaughter charges since November arising from his
ordered a Justice Department review of all police
"shoot-to-kiir orders to soldiers at the Berlin Wall
brutality complaints in the U.S. in the past 6 years.
during the Cold War.
Black congressional leaders had urged a wider
Baker warns against quick peace:
Secretary of Stale James Baker, wrapping up a
week of Middle East diplomacy, has warned
against hopes for a quick peace. "You've got to
take it a step at a time," Baker said. His remarks
underscored the fragility trying to persuade Arab

federal probe of the Los Angeles Police Department, already under investigation. An L.A. grand
jury has returned two indictments in the case involving the videotaped beating of a motorist
eCopyright 1991. USA TODAY/Apple College
Information Network
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Henderson.
CONTINUED from page 3

abduction with intent to defile
Whitlock.
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Judge Bumgardner was appointed to
hear the case when Augusta County
Circuit Judge Thomas H. Wood
withdrew after a request to do so by
Henderson's defense lawyers. Wood
was asked to withdraw from the case
due to his statement that it took two
people to kill Whitlock.

J
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Clean up

Strickler currently is appealing his
death sentence in the Virginia Supreme
Court. If the court rules in favor of
Strickler, his sentence would be
reduced to life imprisonment.
However, if the court rules against
Strickler, the decision then would be
appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court.

Sigma Pi fraternity pledges pick up trash that surrounds Newman Lake and the creek that supplies the
lake's water during Saturday's cleanup.

Henderson, who fled Virginia after
Whitlock's death, was arrested July 10,
1990 in Baker City, Ore. He fought
extradition to Virginia until November
when he decided to return.
WhiUock's body was discovered eight
days after her abduction in a wooded
area near Waynesboro. Evidence from
Stickler's trial showed Whitlock died
from a fractured skull after three to four
blows to the head from a 69-pound
rock.

COMMUTER STUDENT COUNCIL
POSITIONS FOR '91-'92 YEAR
-

PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
PROMOTIONS COORDINATOR
PROGRAM COORDINATOR
TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR
HOUSING COORDINATORS
(2 positions)
- TRANSFER TO TRANSFER

Student Scholarships awarded to all positions.
Applications can be picked up in the CSC Lounge
(WCC basement).
line is Wednesday, March 27th.
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Library.
VISIT NEW YORK FOR ~<^ $3.00 CONTINUED
frontpage 3
Market Square East
^ Open 7 Days a Week
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Turkey and
Provolone Bagel
plus a 16oz
Fountain Drink

Catch Buses A, B or C
—-o~
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NEW YORK STYLE
BAGELS

Just $2.99 BUY 6 get 3 FREE
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Congratulations to the
1991-92 Breeze staff
Editor: Wendy Warren
Managing Editor David Schleck
Business Manager: Kevin D. Hall
Co-News Editors: Lisa Crabbs, Christy Mumford
Assistant News Editor Ian Record
Focus on... Section Editor: Laura Hutchison
Assistant Focus on... Section Editor: Kate McFadden
Lifestyles Editor: April Hefner
Assistant Lifestyles Editor: Robyn Williams
Arts Editor: Tom Speiss
Assistant Arts Editor: Gayle Cohen
Sports Editor: Greg Abel
Assistant Sports Editor Lynne Outland
Opinion Editor: Joel Langley
Assistant Opinion Editor Heather O'Neil
Graphics Editor Derek Carbonneau
Photo Editor: Vasha Hunt
Assistant Photo Editor Matt Schwabel
Copy Editor Joe Kornik
Production Manager Brookie Davis
Computer Specialist: Doreen Jacobson
Assistant Business Manager Scott Helms
Account Executives: Dawn Hoppe, Doug Echols, Travis
Anderson, C. Douglas Smith
Ad Design Manager Pam McWhorter
Ad Designers: Mamie Penning, Ken Buraker, Carol
Hendrick, Jessica Kaminski, Jennifer Powell, Don Hux
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[needed] resources at the university, and
it will make it a lot easier to do so if
we know where we're going," he said.
The commission discussed their
expectations for Carrier Library, which
included having the most current
information possible, teaching faculty
and students how to find the material
they need and international access
capabilities.
Harry Reif, assistant vice president
for information technology, gave a
presentation on an information
network for the campus and the
community. "We want to build a
network that will assist people in
retrieving information from 'highways'
on and off campus.
"We want to design an information
'highway' that's navigable," he said.
But Robison cautioned that the
university continues to operate under
financial constraints. "We need to get a
handle on the costs," he said. "There
are lots of things we're going to look
at that we're not going to have the
money for."
Miriam Drake, director of libraries at
the Georgia Institute of Technology,
gave a presentation on the advances her
university has made toward the
development of the library of the 21st
century.
"The library of the future will be
electronically based," Drake said. "And
the impact of this system will be a
higher student awareness of
information, lower costs for the users,
a competitive edge for graduate
students and a library customized for
the user."
The commission also discussed a list
of assumptions for the future. Robison
compiled a working paper with a list

of 16 issues that now face or will soon
confront JMU and Carrier Library.
A high priority among the
commission is the need to keep pace
with the electronic revolution thai is
improving libraries' ability to access
information. In the paper, Robison
concludes that because of the increase
in the amount of scholarly information
available, electronic information will
eventually replace print information.
Some controversial issues discussed
concerned library services and
instruction. Assumption 12 of the
paper calls attention to "tensions
between those who believe students
should be taught how to find
information and those who believe all
library clients should be provided
information in usable packets."
Concerning improvements for the
future, the Commonwealth of Virginia
is going to develop a statewide library
network that will link the state's
libraries to both regional and national
networks. This service should be
available within five years. Robison
called the present lack of access,
"embarrassing."
Topics that were praised by the
commission and encouraged to
continue include the collaborative
effort between Carrier Library and the
Office of Information Technology,
which has helped faculty deliver
information to their classes.
Also, faculty members commended
the library staff and faculty liaison
program, which allows for a member
of the library staff to act as a contact
for certain academic departments
whenever faculty members have
questions or need to use the library's
resources.

Fashion

CONTINUED from page 3

sciences.
Shelton and Whitman hope to offer
students fashion merchandising
experience beyond the JMU classroom.
"One of the aspirations is to create a
relationship with a fashion institute in
New York which would make it
possible for a student to get a BA at
JMU and an associate degree at the
fashion institute in a four-year
framework," Whitman said.
The fashion merchandising
department already sponsors trips for
students to markets and stores. Last
month, IS students went to
Bloomingdales department store in
Tyson's Corner, a mall in Washington
D.C.
Students met Bob Mackie, fashion
designer for such celebrities as Cher
and Carol Bumette.

Debbie Early, a JMU fashion
merchandising alumni, presented a
seminar about internships. And Lisa
Gartenhaus of Roscndorf-Evans Furs
also gave a presentation.
Charlotte Tincher, assistant professor
of living sciences, went with the
students and said that such field trips
were beneficial to students' education.
"It puts them in a real-world
situation," Tincher said. "You can
teach information from a textbook and
talk about it in the classroom but
retailing is a minute-by-minute
business."
Katrina Clark, a senior marketing
major, said the trip helped her learn
more about the work she would be
doing as an intern.
— Donna Ragsdale
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'Finally': fair
crime reports
Until last week, students at some colleges
might have never known if rapes on campus
were increasing.
Schools throughout the country were claiming
that campus crime reports were "academic
records" — and so were protected by a law
called the Buckley amendment. It's the same law
that keeps students' transcripts from being
public knowledge — but in this case, N was
being used to supress information students
needed to protect themselves.
But last week, a federal court in Missouri said
at last that this was a simply ridiculous
interpretation of Buckley.
In fact, they said witholding campus crime
records was a violation of Missouri's freedom of
information laws and the First Amendment.
Across the country, college newspapers and
proponents of freedom of speech breathed a
sigh of relief and said, "Finally."
This ruling sets a clear precedent that
encourages the release of campus crime
records. For students, this means everyone will
know when the campus rape rate increases. For
newspapers, that means no more haggling with
administrators for truthful details of crimes.
Perhaps even more importantly, this puts an
end to the stretching of the Buckley amendment
to include crimes in academic records. The U.S.
Department of Education has been guilty of this
manipulation lately; for in the last days of the
Missouri case it sent threatening letters to
several schools nationwide that did report
names of students charged criminally on
campus. These letters said if schools released
names, the Department of Education would cut
the school's federal funding.
JMU received one of these letters, and the
administration (under the advice of the state
attorney general) stopped releasing names of
students charged with criminal offenses. This
flew in the face of Virginia's Freedom of
Information Act, but the school had no choice.
But the DOE's action not only painfully
stretched Buckley but made the DOE an agency
that interprets law — a right reserved for the
courts in the U.S. system of government.
Hopefully, the Missouri decision also will be
seen as a slap on the wrist for the DOE's
overstepping of judicial bounds.
And The Breeze is confident that the state
attorney general will follow the precedent set in
Missouri and allow JMU to release names again.
We want students to be informed — so they
can protect themselves.

editor LAUREL WISSINGER
managing editor JENNIFER ROSE
editorial editor JOEL LANGLEY

Working for the Money
Headed for Philly .. -

Moorman

Three cheers for the military?
age Control Board on FriSunscreen might not
day, these ideas were
have been the mostbrought up. The meeting
requested item for U.S.
was a brainstorming sesMY WORD
soldiers stationed in Saudi
sion on ways to promote
Arabia.
-Laurel
Wissinger
responsible drinking, not a
Yeast, of all things,
forum on whether or not to
topped many soldiers' wish
lists, according to several military sources. And the raise the drinking age.
But, as Michael Oglesby, director of the hearings
soldiers weren't planning on baking bread — they
division of the ABC, said, "Stopping underage conwere brewing beer.
The recipe for home-brew has been circulating sumption is one of the biggest problems of enforcing
among the troops since they landed in the sand in responsible drinking."
Let's face reality — that underage students drink is
August Saudi Arabia is dry in more than one respect
no
well-kept secret The ABC knows it Colleges and
— alcoholic beverages are prohibited from being sent
universities
know it Bar and restaurant owners —
to the U.S. forces, and you sure can't grab a six-pack
who
confiscate
hundreds of fake IDs each year —
at the comer 7-Eleven there.
know
it
And
we,
as college students, certainly should
And how does the bootleg barrack brau taste? Who
know it better than anyone.
cares, say many who have sampled it.
Everybody at the meeting — including the ABC,
"It's beer, pure and simple, though it sure isn't the
Silver Bullet," said Paul Matmoreland, an Army Pri- Mothers Against Drunk Driving, the state Attorney
General's office, retail licensees and beer companies
vate stationed out of Ft. Campbell, Ky.
Matmoreland, like many of soldiers who served in and distributors — wants to protect society's best
the Middle East, is under the legal drinking age. He's interests and abide by the law.
Yes, traffic fatalities have declined since 1984.
. 20. Back in the United States, possessing and consuming alcoholic beverages could land him in jail, But as one member of the committee pointed out
that drop comes also as a result of more designated
cost him a fine, or lose him his driver's license.
The argument of why Matmoreland can be issued a driver programs. Several recent studies place teenage
gun and expected fight for his country but not legally drinking at an all-time high, but the number of teenhold a beer bottle is not a new one. Since the national agers who will drink and drive at an all-time low.
drinking age was raised to 21 in 1984, opponents of
So what does the war have to do with all this?
Maybe nothing, other than giving new fuel to an old
the law have called it unfair.
On your 18th birthday, you become an adult in vir- fire. It's a new argument to add to an old controversy.
But consider what Steve Seville, owner of
tually all respects. At that age, parents relinquish
legal responsibility for their children. You can sign a Whitey's Restaurant in Arlington, had to say. Seville,
lease, vote for President of the United States, secure a a Vietnam vet wanted to send a bottle of champagne
loan, rent a hotel room, put your life on the line for to a recently returned soldier dining in his restaurant.
"I found out he was underage," Seville said. "And
your country, and get married.
as
much as I wanted to toast him as a fellow soldier,
But you can't toast your new bride or groom.
At a meeting held at the Virginia Alcoholic Bever- as a businessman I couldn't risk my job."
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Letters to the Editor
A few thoughts on improving some
problems with Convocation Center
To the editor:
I would like to comment on the article dated Feb. 9,
1991 in the Daily News-Record in which Athletic
Director Dean Ehlers stated, "I'm surprised we didn't sell
more season tickets. I'm disappointed more people
haven't come out to watch us play. I don't know all of the
reasons why."
Let me express a few issues that trouble me: Parking
for the basketball games at best can be described as
lacking. The parking at the Convo itself consists of an
inadequate, unpaved, poorly lined lot that is closed to the
public. This leaves few alternatives, such as parking at
the base of University Boulevard (infringing on
neighborhoods and businesses) and walking up a traffic
congested University Boulevard that features neither
sidewalks nor street lights.
The other choice is parking on campus, which is
notorious for inadequate parking. At one time cars were
parallel parked along University Boulevard; these areas
are now posted "No Parking" and vigorously patrolled. I
would like to see JMU be as effective in providing proper
parking as they are in denying improper parking. I know
my $210 for season tickets is welcomed. I just ask that
my car be welcomed also.
I would like to see more students with courtside
seating, since the game of college basketball should
belong to the students. In addition to Section 104, I
propose giving the students Section 1105 across from
the the visiting, bench. The only people that might
oppose this move would be members of the Duke Club,
and then you might ask which Duke Club members?
Those who buy season tickets and come to the games or
those who buy tickets and don't come to the games?
Lastly, it would seem a wise investment, in order to

encourage more school spirit, to install a crowd noise
meter much like the ones found at the larger coliseums. It
should be placed in plain view of the student section. I
would like the Convocation Center to be the hardest
place in the state for visiting teams to play rather than
the hardest place in the state for ticket holders to park.
Chuck Troutman
Port Republic
season ticket holder

Special Visitation Day may cause
students 'minor inconveniences'
To the editor:
Long lines in D-hall, tour groups infesting every area
of campus and a crowded campus center — who are all
these strangers looking lost on our campus?
Tomorrow, the admissions staff is welcoming more
than 900 early admitted students and their families to
Special Visitation Day. This overwhelming response is
250 more visitors than we've ever received!
Due to this exciting turn-out, and on behalf of the
admissions staff and the university, I would like to warn
students of the minor inconveniences they might have to
endure in order for these guests to have a positive and
productive experience.
Moreover, I also would like to invite every student to
share in this great opportunity by offering your advice,
help and friendliness to unfamiliar faces tomorrow. A
smile from a stranger could "make or break" their
important college decision.
Thank you in advance for your warm hospitality and
don't worry — the D-hall lines won't be too long.
Lauren Parker
junior

communication
Student Ambassador representative

Applications for commencement
speaker now available in WCC
To the editor:
Would you like to deliver the student speech at the
upcoming graduation ceremony? If you are a graduate or
undergraduate JMU student receiving a degree at the May
4lh ceremony, you are eligible to deliver the speech.
Applications for the graduation speech competition
are available today in our SGA office, located in the
WCC. Pick up an application today! The completed
applications and the typed speeches are due in the SGA
office on Wednesday March 27th at 5:00 p.m.
Graduating students interested in delivering the speech
should begin writing their five minute speeches as soon
as possible.

The student speaker will be selected by a committee of
administrators, faculty and students. Judging will be
based on the content, organization, delivery, length and
overall impact ot each speech.
We hope the graduation speech competition will not
only increase student participation at the ceremony but
also produce an eloquent and representative speech to
inspire all graduates.
Kevin Hughes
president, SGA
senior
history/political science

Nuclear necessity proved by foreign oil crisis
Bright sun, golden sand and a jumbo canopy. Sound
like the perfect beach vacation? Sure, unless of course
you happened to be an American soldier who was
sweltering in chemical warfare garb while fighting the
Republican Guard in Kuwait
And why were Privates O'Neill, Martinez, Johnson
and Kowalski asked to enjoy this all-expense paid
desert excursion? Well, not only to squash a
blood-thirsty tyrant (which is reason enough) but also
because the United States didn't really have any
choice.
Our nation's reckless infatuation with environmental extremism has stymied domestic energy
production and enslaved us to foreign oil.
The United States in fact, is a foreign oil glutton.
Today in 1991, one out of every two barrels this
country consumes sails in from foreign ports. This
translates into seven million barrels a day and a
whopping 2.6 billion barrels of imported oil per year.
By contrast, the United States imported only 36
percent of its oil in 1973. Obviously, we learned
little from the Arab oil embargo. Consequently, we
were forced to send thousands of our troops halfway
around the world to protect our national interests.
Even though we gave Saddam the butt-kicking he
deserved, it should be clear to all of us that it's time
to change our ways. The foreign oil needle must be
removed from our energy vein.
While domestic oil wells can be used for
transportation, a serious trend must be reversed in our
production of electricity. Foreign oil must give way
to nuclear power.
Nuclear power has already done a yeoman's job of
replacing foreign oil. More than 4.3 billion barrels of

GUEST COLUMNIST
-Michael Gekas

imported oil amounting to $125 billion in foreign
payments have been displaced by U. S. nuclear energy
plants since the 1973 embargo. In 1973, oil
accounted for 17 percent of electricity production
while nuclear power, only 5 percent. Seventeen years
later, these numbers are reversed, with nuclear
accounting for 20 percent and oil only 6 percent.
Unfortunately, as nuclear power has been forced to
hurdle unpredictable regulatory obstacles and the
irrational opposition of radical environmentalists,
foreign oil's share of electricity production has
escalated at an alarming rate.
In 1989, utilities used 731,000 barrels of oil per
day to generate electricity. This was up from 500,000
barrels a day in 1987. Experts predict the amount of
oil used to'produce electricity could set new records
within three to five years.
American appetite for electricity is growing
sharply. This year, we will need at least 2 percent
more electricity than last year and there is every
reason to expect this rate to continue through New
Year's 2000. With electrical growth directly tied to
jobs and a healthy economy, it would be suicidal to
put our future in the hands of the Saddam Husseins of
the world.
Nuclear power offers us a proven, safe and abundant

source of electricity. Even better, we don't have to sift
through foreign sand to find it; it's right here at
home. New nuclear technologies offer us an even
more promising future where domestic energy can
power our nation well past New Year's 4000! We
would be foolish to prevent this incredible energy
source from realizing its potential.
Sadly, it seems the United States is determined to
do just that. Orders for new nuclear plants have
ground to a halt and barrels of foreign oil keep sailing
our way.
The radical environmentalists opposed to drilling
off the coast of California and in Alaska arc ihc same
people who oppose nuclear energy. Having no
solution of their own to our energy needs, these
radicals have left us with little more than their self
righteous empty slogans.
In a country where the economy cannot run without
an adequate energy supply it is not only illogical but
also disappointing that due to the liberal
environmentalists we have been forced to tie a foreign
oil leash around our necks waiting for someone else
to yank control of our economic future.
It's time for a change. It's time for us to take our
energy needs into our own hands. It's lime to be
self-reliant. Finally, it's time for the liberal,
environmentalist radicals to sober up and recognize
our need to meet our own energy needs domestically.
Hopefully America will wise up before many of us
are forced to take future summer vacations at Club
Baghdad.
Freshman Michael Gekas is an international affairs
major and chairman of the JMU College Republicans.
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COMPETE WITH OTHER BUSINESSES

AND WIN!
Call 568-6127 about advertising
in The Breeze.
All students who want to live on
campus must return contracts
and deposits by
March 18,1991

Deadline
March 18
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Commencement apparel sold
April 1-3
Watch The Breeze for times & place
Announcements now on sale in the Bookstore
550 each.
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James Madison
University
Fine Arts Series
Presents

Artie Shaw
Orchestra
conducted by

Dick Johnson
Wednesday,
March 20
8:00 pm
Wilson Hall
Tickets:
$10.00 General Public
$ 6.00JMUID/
Senior Citizens
for ticket information

CallJMU-7000
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Unique antique store becomes
a victim of the future city jail
For the last 11 years, Justice of the
Peace Wayne Harrison has made his
living buying and selling antiques and
marrying couples.
The descendent of John Harrison, one
of the town's founders, however, is
being forced by the city to open shop
elsewhere. The city is planning to turn
the store into part of a new jail
In early June, the city will demolish
the building in which his store is
located, forcing him to relocate.
"Everthing I'm looking at is like
double the rent that I'm paying for this
[property],'' Harrison said. The last day
of business will be April 27.
This is the second time the city has
asked Harrison to move (he location of
his antique shop. Four .years ago, he
was forced to move from Graham
Street to his present location at the
corner of West Market and South
Liberty streets.
The city will pay him $7,500 in
relocation costs so that it can build a
jail there. The jail is part .of a
multimillion dollar project which also
will include a judicial center. It will
fill the entire city block from Water to
Market streets and extend to the city
square.
In relocating businesses and
residents, the city only has to give
relocation costs if the owner has a
lease. "I'm glad to get the $7,500,"
Harrison said. There's people who
have been in business down here for 20
and 30 years that were paying month
to month — they don't get any
relocation money because they didn't
have a lease.
They're just out on their ears," he
said.
Harrison, a 1973 graduate of Old
Dominion University, earns the bulk
of his money from the antique
business. He finds most of the items
in the store from antique shows, during
his travels, from word-of-mouth and
from even-up trades — going as far as
Maine and Florida to pick up items.
Despite the economic recession, his
business has faired well — except for
January. "I think that's probably
because of the entertainment [Persian
Gulf War coverage] on television," he
said.
Harrison's attic-smelling store is

Dollars and Sense
MGM faces hard times
MGM-Pathe, formed last fall when
the mysterious mogul Giancarlo
Parretti acquired MGM, needs fresh
sources of capital. The studio delayed
the release of two completed films,
"Delirious" and "Thelma and
Louise," due to the lack of funds for
prints and advertising.
To raise the $250 million needed
for costs of operation, marketing and
the postponed films, Parretti is
appealing to European investors and
banks like Credit Lyonnais — which
already extended a $125 million
credit line to MGM, according to the
March 18 issue of Time.
Parretti has faced several problems
since he purchased MGM from Kirk
Kerkorian for $1.4 billion. A
lawsuit two weeks ago claimed he
sold the rights to shared properties the Pink Panther films and the
James Bond films - too cheaply.
All MGM films released since his
acquisition, including "Rocky V,"
"Not Without My Daughter" and
"Desperate Hours" have been
disappointments or outright flops,
according to the same issue of Time.
Revlon looks for new face
When Ronald Perelman, the
Manhattan financier, took control of
Revlon in a 1985 hostile takeover,
he promised a complete makeover to
its customers. After the death of
founder Charles Revson, the line's
earnings and stock price faded
quickly, but Perelman reverted
Revlon into an industry leader.

Wayne Harrison, owner of Harrison's Antiques, reflects on the future of
his store. Ho will temporarily close his doors on April 27th while looking
for a new location.
filled with a variety of treasures
including mahogony tables, antique
china and jewelry. Because he has to
relocate and doesn't want to transport
his entire inventory, Harrison's
Antiques will be having a sale starting
March 25 through April 27. During
this period everything will be at least
25 percent off, he said.
"I want people to know that I'm very
negotiable because I want to get rid of
this stuff," he said.
Harrison said his busiest days are
typically Saturdays — especially rainy
Saturdays — where about 150 people
will brouse through the store. Students

Article by Chris Tyree

from JMU account for about 15
percent of the total business, he said,
adding that they like to hunt in his
"treasure chest
"About 75 percent of the things I
buy [to later sell], I buy because I like
them. I buy the other 25 percent
because I know they will sell," he said,
adding that he once sold a table to a
doctor in Baltimore for $10,000.
While he likes living here very
much, he also has a real desire to
travel. When the store closes, he will
go to Africa for a few months but will
return to reopen his store in the fall.

Photo by Tom Speiss

But he now is looking for a new
person to head all or part of that
cosmetic world because of financial
difficulties. The company is loaded
with $2.1 billion in liabilities from
its 1985 buyout, according to the
March 18 issue of Time.
Good and bad news for K mart
K mart earned $402 million for the
fourth quarter with sales of $9.7
billion. This compares to last year's
earnings of $396 million on sales of
$9.8 billion - before store
renovations totaled a one-time cost
of $416 million.
At the close of 1990, arch-rival
Wal-Mart Stores overtook K mart as
the No. 2 national retailer, according
to the March 18 issue of Business
Week.
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Sciences

CONTINUED from page 3

"The university is still going to
recognize the overall emphasis on
family that has been pan of home
economics but in a different way,"
Pomraning said.
Changes should be minimal for
students, according to the faculty.
"I think in many respects persons
who major in the programs identify
more with the program than the
department," Pomraning said. "I think
everything will be done to
accommodate them [students] and to
make this transition easier."
Roberson said, "Those students
who entered under a catalog where their
program was listed under home
economics or living sciences will
graduate without being affected by the
changes."

Council
CONTINUED from page 5
the 1991-92 student handbook, Turner
said.
The Honor Council also is
developing a uniform honor code to
replace the variations faculty often
institute on their own, he said.
"A lot of students don't know what
our policies are, and they're confused
when one professor asks them to sign
one thing and another [professor] has
something different," Turner said.
Out of the 15 cases the Honor
Council tried this year, seven students
were found guilty and four were found
not guilty. Two cases were dropped and
two currently are pending, Turner said.
An Honor Council informational
meeting will be held March 19 at 7:45
p.m. in Godwin Room 344.

The Breeze
News Staff meetings:
Monday. 7 pm,
in the basement
of flnthony-Seeaer.

Regional Office
Suite 410/Sovran Bank Bldg.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Call Peter V. Marks
703-434-0813 -703-434-9516
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Olde Mill Village Offers:
•Furnished 4 bedroom apartments
•A desk in every room
•Two full bathrooms
•Large utility room with full size
washer and dryer
•Fully equipped kitchen including
microwave and dishwasher
•Spacious living area
• Deadbolts and doorviewers on ALL
apartments
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Individual or
Group Units
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Plus:
•Lighted parking lot
• Basketball court
•Sunbathing area

c

.Better
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of Harrisonburg
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A dream come true

JMU grad competes in Miss U.S.A. pageant
Tracev Guise
stag-wmer
It's what many young girls dream of.
It's years of hard work and
commitment to a goal. It's competing
with other women who all want to
win. And it's what Traci Dority
succeeded in winning — the tide of
Miss Virginia, U.S.A.
Dority, a 1989 JMU graduate and an
Alpha Sigma Alpha alumna, was
crowned in November in Richmond as
the 1991 Miss Virginia, U.S.A.
The Miss Virginia, U.S.A. pageant
is a beauty contest, as opposed to the
Miss Virginia, America pageant,
which is based on scholarship.
Dority went on to compete in the
Miss U.S.A. pageant Feb. 8, which
was televised on CBS. There she was
one of four selected by Miss U.S.O. to
go on the Miss U.S.A./U.S.O. tour in
May. Those chosen for this tour serve
as ambassadors of good will and visit
military bases around the world. .
Dority has worked hard to gel where
she is today. She has been interested in
pageants since high school and
competed in the Miss Virginia, U.S.A.
pageant three times before she finally
won this year.
"It was my dream," Dority said. "I

conquered what I set out to do."
Dority enjoyed the pageants and
thought it was fun to be on television.
"It's not all fun and games, though,"
she said. "It's a lot of work,'too."
There was a strong camaraderie
among the women, Dority said,
though there are "always a handful that
keep to themselves."
"All of us had a similar goal in
being there — all of us wanted to
win," she said.
Dority said most of her
responsibilities as Miss Virginia are to
make any appearances she's asked to
make, and all of her appearances are set
up through her director.
Dority currently works as an
associate producer of industrial videos
in Washington, D.C. She's happy with
her job, though she wishes to expand
her field and work more with the
public later.
Dority said she'll be sad to see her
reign as Miss Virginia, U.S.A. come
to an end next year, but she will be
ready to move on to other things.
"It [the title] will always be mine,"
she said. "There will never be another
Miss Virginia 1991.
"If you want something, you have to
work for it — and I did."

PHOTO COURTESY OF TRACI DORfTY

Traci Dority, a 1989 JMU graduate, during the Miss U.S.A. pageant.

March '67: Governor speaks; students gripe; gypsy foretells
In March of 1967 Madison College got a lot of
good advice from the governor, its students and a
fortune teller.
Gov. Mills E. Godwin urged students at Madison
College to improve education on every level 23
years ago this month. The governor, noted for his
leadership in advancing education in the
Commonwealth, was the keynote speaker of a
regional conference on education in Virginia held at
Madison. Godwin spoke to a crowd of almost 1,000
people in Wilson Hall.
"We don't have a choice as to which section of
education we will select for special attention," he
said. "The pressure on the whole of the education
process from a sum total of knowledge is now
doubling every 10 years... It will not wait while

we select one at a time for improvement."
The governor said Virginia must catch up with the
rest of the country because the Commonwealth was
third from the bottom in the South in its number of
college-bound students. In 1967, only 27 percent of
all Virginia high school graduates attended college
vs. the national average of 47 percent
Also reported in the March 21,1967 issue of The
Breeze, students named die campus rule they found
"most archaic." Compared to the restrictions put on
students 23 years ago, present-day rules at JMU
seem quite reasonable.
One female senior said she found the rule requiring
"a note from your date and the girl you are staying
with whenever you visit other campuses" a
nuisance.

A male freshman complained about the school's
attempt to control alcohol consumption. "The state
should regulate this, not the school," he said.
Not being allowed to walk across the grass was
the gripe of a female junior who complained
"sidewalks are laid out in an unorderly fashion."
The same issue of The Breeze reported on a local
palm reader, Madame Farrel. The reporter described a
foreign woman in a housedress leading him into a
room decorated with religious relics. For only $2 the
reporter was told he would "change jobs soon, die of
old age, have a very happy life." He also was advised
to tell all of his friends about Madame Farrel.
—Compiled by Kate McFadden and Donna
Ragsdaie
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fin evening of irnagi
Hypnotist Tom DeLuca turns JMU students
into 'fetal, thumb-sucking jelly' — literally
Articles by Kate McFadden
Ever experience not being able to remember
anything from a Saturday night?
Remembering absolutely nothing was the most
common complaint from JMU students who were
hypnotized at Tom DeLuca's sold-out show in Wilson
Hall Saturday night.
For the most part, none of the students who were
hypnotized have the faintest idea what happened during
the show, though at several times they all swore they
were not affected by the hypnotist's quiet, soothing
voice as he walked around the stage snapping his
fingers. But the hypnotized students didn't hear
thunderous applause as DeLuca turned them into "fetal,
thumb-sucking jelly," he said during the show.
Literally, DeLuca had to repeatedly tell one female to
stop sucking her thumb.
While hypnotized, Julie Bragg, a freshman mass
communication major, told the crowd she was so poor
she had eaten cat food but not enjoyed it The snap of
DeLuca's fingers made Bragg switch from believing she
was rich to believing she was poor. At first she told
him if she needed to get home she would drive her dark
green Mercedes, but after DeLuca snapped his fingers

Photos by Melissa Rneo
she said she would have to beg for a ride.
"I have no idea where I got the idea for a green
Mercedes, except that a few days ago I had been talking
to a friend about a green Mustang," Bragg said. "I guess
the idea was just floating around in my subconscious."
Stephanie Martin, a freshman majoring in political
science, thought DeLuca would make her leave the stage
for not "going under." That was before her friends told
her she told the student next to her she wanted Wonder
Woman Underoos and that she had hied to train an
imaginary rabbit to jump through a hoop.
"I don't remember much," she said. "I have no idea
why I remembered wanting Underoos except that I had
some. I went to the last show and was doubtful. I
wanted to see if it would really happen to me."
When the show was over. Trey Weist, a freshman
marketing major, was happy to remember his first
name. During the show DeLuca "programed" him to say
his name was Bart the first time he was asked and then
change names every lime thereafter. Weist responded
with a slew of names and occasionally totally forgot his
name of the moment.
"Some of the names people have told me I rattled off
were those of guys on my hall and guys on my old
soccer team," Weist said. "But some of them, I don't

Graphic by Derek Carbonneaa
have a clue where Ihey came from."
Weist said since the show he's been feeling like he
missed out on a good joke.
"I really didn't think I'd done anything and I can't
relate to what people say I did," he said. "I don't know
how I translated for the girl speaking an alien language.
I just remember feeling the way you do when your
alarm clock first goes off."
Mason Wilburn, a freshman human communication
major, said in an "alien language" that she wanted to
have DeLuca's children. When she told DeLuca she
wanted a Snoopy Snow Cone Maker, the crowd
responded with a resounding cheer, obviously
remembering the days of cherry- and grape-flavored ice.
"All I remember about the show was looking out into
the crowd of faces at the end and wanting to be able to
fall through the floor," Wilburn said. "I had been
hypnotized before, but nothing like what happened at
Wilson."
When the show was over Wilburn, who confessed to
being an avid Greg Brady fan during the show, felt
great,
"I had been nervous, but when it was all over I felt
super," she exclaimed. "I was ready to roll and I heard
about it all night."
Whether DeLuca was making hypnotized students
bump and grind on stage, showing slides of tastelessly
named locations or making students predetermine the
time of 9:25 set on his watch by randomly picking
numbers, the hypnotist kept the sold-out crowd under

Left Freshman
Stephanie Martin,
under hypnosis, tries
to train her
imaginary rabbit to
go through a hoop.

Right: Freshman
Mason Wilburn (left)
speaks in an alien
language to DeLuca,
while freshman Trey
Weist (right) acts as
an interpreter.
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his spell during his masterful comic and
imagination-inspiring act.
The show destroyed all of freshman music major
Jonathan Ross' ideas about hypnotism.
"I think I was expecting him to swing a jewel in front
of someone," Ross said. "It was incredible. I knew one
of the girls up there and knowing that she is an honest,
ordinary person made me believe something I really
don't want to believe."
Opinions varied on the ultimate believability of
DeLuca's show.
"I'm agnostic when it come's to things like this so I
really want to be hypnotized," Ross said. "I won't really
believe it until I experience it."
Sophomore business major Karen Wunder was so
impressed with the show she didn't want it to end.
"I've never seen anything like it," she said. "No
question, I believed it."

Tom DeLuca moves from hypnotizing smokers and
overeaters to entertaining audiences of all kinds
For Tom DeLuca, performing at
JMU before a sell-out crowd of 1,351
people Saturday night was an exercise
in pure creativity.
"Coming to colleges allows me to
be more creative and more expansive,"
said the part comic, part magician and
undoubted hypnotist. "I do conventions
and some clubs but working with
students really lets me be creative."
DeLuca, like The Police and Huey
Lewis and the News, has been named
Campus Entertainer of the Year by the
National Association for Campus
Activities. And for him, hypnotizing
people comes naturally.
Working as a hypnotist for people
trying to quit smoking and lose
weight, DeLuca realized his personality
required a stage, creativity and a
cheering audience. Never one to swing
a pocket watch in front of anyone,
DeLuca decided he would not become
the stereotypical hypnotist he referred
to in the show as "The Incredible
Ernie." .
"I've developed all aspects of the
show to entertain," DeLuca said. "The
show has really evolved from me —
my personality, my interest in people
and my sense of theatre and
camaraderie."

Saturday night, DeLuca made
students recall childhood memories to
the extent that one female nearly cried
when he told her the the Trix Rabbit
had been shot. Seeing the girl cover
her face with her hands, DeLuca
interjected, "No, the Trix Rabbit has
been caught, not shot!"
"People like reliving memories of
childhood and references to the Trix
Rabbit they can really relate to," he
said. "I love it when people arc free and
open."
Though DeLuca was worn out after
the show, he contributed the success of
the show in Wilson Hall to the
students who were hypnotized.
"The personalities on stage make for
a great show, when they come out,"
DeLuca said. "I try to pick people who
look like they have a lot of personality
and then look for reactions that will
show that personality off. You see
who they are, what they are about
when they complain about their big
brother taking everything, or have to
be held down when they're told Greg
Brady is backstage."
According to DeLuca, people like to
be hypnotized because everyone wants
to have an adventure.
"People like the idea of being

hypnotized because it opens them up,"
DeLuca said. "They like the idea of
being out, they really do. Their
imagination is free. They don't think,
they react."
Hypnoti/ation allows individuals to
act without their usual inhibitions and
wakes up their imaginations. He cited
this heightened level of imagination as
the reason the students were able to
remember wanting things like a
Sit-N-Spin, a Betty Crocker Easy Bake
Oven and a Snoopy Snow Cone
machine when convinced that they
were little children.
The show at Wilson was DeLuca's
second show at JMU this year. When
the University Program Board was
forced to turn people away from
DeLuca's performance last semester in
the PC Ballroom, they decided to
schedule another show.
"We had such wonderful audience
response last semester and felt horrible
about having to turn people away,"
said Sydney Stanto, UPB special
events chairperson. "We hadn't
anticipated the crowd, so we wanted to
give students another chance to see
Tom DeLuca."
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M ADISON

Canvas Earth Bags
>ags

QARDENg
Located on South Main Street

Large Living Area
Washer & Dryer
A Quick 8 Minute Walk to Campus \W
£ Range, Refrigerator & Dishwasher 4|
*|
2 Full Baths
*
*
3 Bedrooms for 5 Students
Each Bedroom has its Own Balcony or Patio

Live Closer ♦ • ♦
ONLY
• ♦ • Sleep Later
UNITS

Lou
One Bag - $3.00
2 Bags for $5.00

434-1876
Reaky. Inc of Harrismburg I'W HQffi!S™»

KURD

Movies This Week...

Clip and Save Calend
Monday

m

Tuesday

26]
The Exorcist
III

Wednesday

27l

Save Me!!

March
Thursday

28]

The Exorcist
III

Friday

Saturday

_l

=1
The Jungle
Book

Sunday

The Jungle
Book

All About Eve

All movies except Sunday are at 7 & 9:30 pm in Grafton- Stovall. Admission : $1.50 w/ID $2.00 w/out
*taft*«*». «•• r~ ■■■^.J «,«
Sunday Movies: 7:30. Admission: FREE

UPCOMING EVENTS:

Mondav. March 18 -A/ter Five Jazz Quintet-TONIGHT in concert.
FREE G/S Theater - 7:30 pm.

Washington Day Trip - April 6, Sat., 8 a.m. - ???

$ 10 ticket price

Special Announcements' Congrats to the New Executive Council!
CALL THE UPB HOTLINE X6504
.■

■
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Sold!
Art auction supports the walls of Zirkle
KateMrFadtfen

artreporter

Going once, twice, sold!
Through Thursday, Zirkle House is sponsoring a
special exhibit and silent auction of undergraduate,
graduate and faculty artwork. Money raised in the
auction, which begins today at 7 p.m. with an
opening reception and ends at 5 p.m. Thursday, will
help maintain the house galleries.
"We asked students and faculty to donate small
pieces," Zirkle House director Whitney McBridc said.
"This is our first try at an auction to raise money.
Hopefully, the funds will allow us to keep doing
what we're doing."
There will be no minimum bids, and the artwork.

ranging in a variety of mediums, will be sold to the
highest bidder when the show is over. McBridc
expects without minimum bids students will be able
to afford to buy original pieces.
"It's exciting for students to be able to purchase
faculty art and art produced by their peers," McBride
said. "We have such quality artists here, many of
which would usually be out of students' price range.
Their work is accessible now."
Ken Szmagaj, associate professor of art, donated a
sketch of the view from the beach where he vacations.
"The faculty is in the habit of supporting student
efforts," he said. "We teachers are good guys. But
really, our work is one thing we can donate and I'm
attracted by the smaller more intimate setting Zirkle
House provides."

To Julia Mcrkel, a graduate student concentrating in
painting, supporting Zirkle House is a student's
responsibility. She donated a silk-screen to the
auction.
"Many universities don't give students as many
opportunities to exhibit," she said. "Zirkle House
gives a wide range of people the opportunity to show
their work.
Working and exhibiting his work at Zirkle House
has allowed Richard Chartier, a sophomore art major,
to see the needs of the gallery first hand.
"It's extremely important to have a place to show
student work, and hopefully this auction will allow
us to do die work we need to do," Chartier, who
donated a dyed silk scarf, said. "We're running out of
funds."

**
junior Kenneth Bell's untWed ceramic artwork is currently up for sale in the Student/Faculty auction at Sawhill Gallery.

■**»^
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Upcoming

Exhibit surveys mid-Atlantic art
Jennifer Johnston

Art
March 18-22
• "MFA Degro© Exhibition:
Joseph Sheridan and Robert

Spackman III, mixed media
by graduate students who are
completing their Master of
Fine Arts, Sawhill Gallery.

March 18-April 12
• "21x1 Annual New Images
Exhibition," a photo
competition for artists from
mid-Atlantic states, New Image]
Gallery, Zirkle House.

Theater
March 20-24
• "As l«,M directed by Pat
Anderson, Wednesday
through Sunday ,8 p.m..
Theatre II, $3.

Dance
March 22-24
• Folk Dane* Ensemble,
Friday and Saturday, 8 p.m.
Sunday, 2 p.m., Godwin
Hall.

Music
March 18-20
• March Mallet Madness,
1 p.m. on Monday, 8 p.m. on
Tuesday and Wednesday,
Music Building.

March 20
•Artie Shaw Orchestra,
featuring director Dick
Johnson, 8 p.m., Wilson
Hall. Tickets available at
UPB box office or call
568-7000, $6
children, senior citizens,
students with ID, $10 general
public.

March 21
• JMU Jazz Chamber
Ensemble, 8 p.m., Wilson
Hall Auditorium.

March 22
• Student Recitals, Woodwind
Quartets, 3 p.m., Leslie
Dobrenskl, piano, 4:30, Lisa
Rogers, piano, 8 p.m.,
Anthony-Seeger Auditorium.

March 23
V

• Tri-State Jazz Festival, all
day, Music Building.

March 24
- JMU Chorals, 3 p.m.. First
Presbyterian Church.

stqffwriter
Only IS out or the 170 entries to the
New Image Gallery Photo competition
will be displayed today though April
12 at Zirkle House.
Works in the show consist of a wide
variety of photography selected by
juror Ashley Kistler, assistant curator
of 20th Century Art at the Virginia
Museum of Fine Arts. Six of the
exhibited photographs are by beginner
and advanced JMU photo students.
\
The only criteria for entry was that
the artist be working in the
Mid-Atlantic area.
Corinne McMullan, a photo teacher
at JMU and overseer of the New Image
Gallery, placed ads in photo magazines
announcing the competition.
Among the selections are photo
sculpture, color images, digital
images, black and white, and infrared
images.
The opening reception is today from
7 to 9 p.m. Refreshments will be
served. Gallery hours are noon to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday and noon
to 4 p.m. Saturday.

(Mn-sOMMcVTHE BREEZE
Senior Lenl GeisseJ's untrrJsd photo is now on display at Zirkle House.

R.E.M. stands up to expectations

That which lurks in the shadows just
shy of the realm of comprehension is
alluring and coveted.
R.E.M. captured and cultivated this
enigmatic quality and, in the process,
unintentionally obtained a huge
following of devoted fans. These are
the same fans who, until recently, were
eagerly awaiting the band's latest
release, "Out of Time."
Through Michael Stipe's vocals —
whether they be crooning, howling or
jangling — Peter Buck's guitar, Mike
Mill's bass and Bill Berry's drums,
R.E.M. has expanded exponentially
since the members' days of playing
gigs at churches in the Mecca of
underground music in Athens, Ga.
Although at first glance a mishmash
of garbled lyrics and minor guitar
chords, "Chronic Town," R.E.M.'s
first release, indicated a monumental
reserve of 'untapped potential. Genius
was undeniably at work as the band
progressed from "Chronic Town" to
"Murmur" to "Reckoning" to "Fables
of the Reconstruction."
Subtle political messages, risks with
nonconventional styles and awe
inspiring lyrics were omnipresent.
With "Life's Rich Pageant," though
Stipe cleared up the vocals, efforts to
expose concrete meanings remained
hindered by the downright weirdness of
the lyrics.
"Document" not only brought the
clearest messages but mass appeal as

well. In the light of this popular
acceptance, R.E.M. faltered with
"Green," teetered on the edge of pop
music disaster and stumbled into mass
appeal and mediocrity.
After the overwhelming success of
"Document" and "Green," R.E.M.
could have released anything it darn
well pleased and still made millions.

B

WXJM
Album
Review
-Courtney
Hermann

This hardly implies that the band has
ever produced anything short of what it
darn well pleased, but the new LP,
"Out of Time," was guaranteed success
the day "Stand" hit the airwaves in
1989; However, the impending
commercial achievement of this new
release is truly justified. "Out of Time"
is a triumph in its own right.
Strings, horns, organs and mandolins
come crashing through R.E.M.'s old
three-instrument, one-vocalist norm.
The band's members play each other's
instruments and outside artists are
welcomed into the band's formerly
exclusive club. Stipe even articulates.
"Out of Time" is truly a freak of
R.E.M.'s nature.
In "Radio Song," amid a pseudo rap

beat that fluctuates into a soft
instrumental section, rapper KRS-1
joins Stipe with thoughts of "the
worlds collapsing around our ears."
"Low's" steady, hypnotic beat is
matched perfectly by Stipe's low
pitched, largely unvaried singing and
chanting. In "Me in Honey," Kate
Pierson of the B-52's joins Stipe in the
creation of a harmonized manic-country
sound.
The song with the most important
message on "Out of Time" is "Losing
My Religion." And, aside from Peter
Buck's mandolin, it mimics the old
R.E.M. style very closely. Although
the lyrics are clearer than ever. Stipe
stops short of clarifying everything and
exclaims, "Oh no, I've said too much."
In the video, the story of Icarus, whose
death was caused when his wax wings
melted in the heat of the sun, is
paralleled with Sdpe's demise in the
heat of the spotlight.
This LP lacks mass appeal. Its sound
differs greatly from the other R.E.M.
albums. Outsiders are invited into the
sacred bounds of the R.E.M. recording
studio. But the essence of R.E.M., that
enigmatic quality, remains and boosts
"Out of Time" to a level worthy of the
scrutinizing ears of those who still
remember "Chronic Town."
Courtney Hermann is a freshman
majoring in Mass Communication.
She can be heard on WXJM on Friday
nights. 9 to 11.
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Artie Shaw Orchestra:
SUMMER
JOBS
Church camps in this area need summer staff
musical time machine
Spend this summer as a leader at a church camp! You will learn about
yourself; develop skills in working with peers; gain experience with
children and youth; make a real contribution to the lives of campers!
Excellent experience for anyone considering a career in education,
counseling, church work, or any work with people.
Call for information and application forms:
CAMP OVERLOOK
CAMP PADDY RUN
(United Methodist)
(Presbyterian)
Ron Robey, director
Bill Painter, contact person
269-2267
433-2556
You need not belong to the sponsor denomination.

$ Why pay more for your off-campus housing!
$

Come and compare...

nor

TOWNHOUSES
•
•
•
•

Bum I

4 Bedroom
• Pool
Furnished
• Tennis Court
21/2 Baths
• Weight Room
91/2 Month
• Party Room
leases available
...and MORE!!
$175-200/mo./pvt.BR

0

Ri.33

□ □

Highs Cms

Madison Mancr
Townhouses
Old Furnace Rd.

Donna Ragsdaje,
music reporter
Big band sound, swing era music and
all that jazz...
The Artie Shaw Orchestra will
perform Wednesday at 8 p.m. in
Wilson Hall. The 17-member band is
led by director Dick Johnson.
Senior Irish Tyler, box office intern
for the Fine Arts Series, said, "It's
really fun music. You feel like you're
at a USO — it takes you back in
time,"
The Artie Shaw Orchestra was one of
the most popular groups of the big
band era with hits like "Begin the
Beguinc" and "Stardust"
Shaw was a celebrity in the '30s and
'40s in and out of the music business.
He seemed to have everything —
movies, big band hits and famous
wives like actresses Lana Turner, Ava
Gardner and Evelyn Keyes.
Despite enormous success, Shaw
dropped out of the music business
eight or nine times before finally
quitting in 1954.
"He just didn't like the business
aspect of it," Johnson said.
After hearing the Artie Shaw
Orchestra in a movie called "Second
Chorus," Shaw became Johnson's
mentor on the clarinet
"He was my first idol, so a lot of my
playing was influenced by him,"
Johnson said.
After an absence of almost 30 years
from the music business, the new
Artie Shaw Orchestra began in 1983.
After hearing some of Johnson's
recordings, 73-year-old Shaw agreed to
help the enthused director form the new
band.

Though Shaw does not travel with
the band, the revived orchestra plays
most of his greatest tunes interspersed
with some new arrangements.
"I try to keep with the style of the
Artie Shaw band," Johnson said. "He
was sort of a pioneer and always
wanted to move forward with the
band."
Since 1983, the orchestra has
traveled all over the world performing
in concert halls and ballrooms for
about 30 weeks a year. The average age
of the members is 25.
"What will surprise them [the
audience] is the youngness of the other
gentlemen in the band," Johnson said.
Johnson said the younger musicians
of today are better in many instances
because of their extensive training.
"Now, every trumpet player can play
high F — there used to be only one
trumpet player in the band who could,
so he got paid extra," Johnson said.
Johnson said one of the most
important roles of groups like the
Artie Shaw Orchestra is to continue
the legacy that the big bands began in
the '20s and "30s.
"Big band and jazz are the only
musical art form that America owns,"
Johnson said.
Johnson and Tyler said many
students are not familiar with big band
sound.
"If they haven't heard big band, they
just don't realize how appealing it is to
everyone," Tyler said.

n

Tickets are $10 for the public and $6
for senior citizens, children, and JMU
students with ID. Call 568-7000 for
more information.

Model Open
(Unit 1211)
Tues. 3-6
Wed. 3-6
Thurs. 3-6
Friday 3-6
Sat.
3-6
or by
appointment

call 433*7062 or come by NOW
MN Partnership 1211 Old Furnace Rd.|

COURTESY OF HNE ARTS!

Orchestra leader Dick Johnson poses with his favorite instrument, the
clarinet, and his favorite director, Artie Shaw.
■ftf"'
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Office Hours: 10:00 - 5:00

434-5150

Want to
improve
the
writing
in
The
Breeze?
Maybe yoci
have what
it takes!
Breeze
features
staff
meeting,
MONDAYS

7:30 pm

\
V

in the basement of
flnthony-Seeger Hall.

King Size Beck!
Hunters Ridge offers King Size Beds
in our two bedroom apartments. If you want space,
luxury and all the features that Hunters Ridge offers,
call Hunters Ridge TODAY!

The Best Deal Going. Get One NOW!
ONE MILLION OF
THE BEST MINDS
IN AMERICA
HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT
PROGRAM.
TIAA-CREF.

TIAA-CREF is building
a sound financial future
for more than 1,200,000
people in the education
and research communities. And over 200,000
retirees are now enjoying
the benefits of their
TIAA-CREF annuities.
Starting April 1,1991,
we will offer two new
investment choices
under the Virginia Optional Retirement Program: the
CREF Bond Market Account and the CREF Social
Choice Account.

SOLID PERFORMANCE AND TIMELY INNOVATION
Whether you are just starting your career or you are rearing retirement we can help you prepare for the future.
Since 1918, we've been dedicated to making sure that
people in education and research can count on a comfortable retirement.
We pioneered the portable pension. We invented the
variable annuity. In 1988, we created the CREF Money
Market Account to give you more flexibility And the
CREF Bond Market Account and the CREF Social
Choice Account let you shape and diversify your retirement investments even further.
At TIAA-CREF, we believe that steady incremental
growth over the long term is the best way to build retirement income. This investment philosophy has worked
well for over seventy years, and has provided retirement
income for hundreds of thousands of people like you.
THE KEYS TO RETIREMENT INVESTING
Security, growth, and diversity are the keys to sound
retirement investing: security, so the resources are sure to
be there when it's time to retire; growth, so you'll have
the income you need for the kind of retirement you wait;
and diversity to help protect you against volatility and to
let you benefit from the strengths of several types of
investments.
TIAA AND CREF-A SMART COMBINATION
TIAA's traditional annuity provides maximum safety,
S;uaranteeing your principal and a specified interest rate,
t also gives you the opportunity for growth through
dividends— which we ve declared every year for over 40
years. In fact, TIAA's net earned rate has beaten the
I Aacr«MCMac>MLjfc tawMCC. 2. SnjAX* Lmmtt
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industry average for
every one of those vears.1
With CREF's variable
annuity, you can choose
from four different
investment accounts, all
managed by experts who
understand the longterm strategies essential
to sound retirement
planning.

THE FIRST CHOKE IN EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
The TIAA-CREF retirement system is specifically
designed for people in education and research. You may
move from one institution to another many times in your
career, so your annuities move with you to any of over
4,400 institutions with TIAA-CREF retirement plans.
You need financial security, so the system provides retirement income you cannot outlive. Plus, the TIAA-CREF
system offers:
Performance: The CREF Stock Account outperformed
the mutual fund industry average for the last one-, five-,
and ten-year periods. The CREF Money Market Account
has shown excellent returns since its inception, outperforming the industry average since May of 1988.'
Responsiveness: Our experienced counselors are ready
to answer your questions. Call our toll-free numbers for
performance figures or information about your personal
annuity accumulations.
Security: \bur future is protected by the largest retirement system in the world. We currently manage more
than $80 billion in assets. Because of its stability, sound
investments, and overall financial strength, TIAA has
received the highest possible ratings from all three of the
industry's leading independent rating agencies — A+
(Superior) from A.M. Best Co., Aaa from Moody's and
AAA from Standard & Poor's.
For further information contact:
TIAA-CREF
7475 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 1100
Bethesda, MD 20814
I 800 842-2008

Ensuring the future for those who shape it."
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Women to face Tigers
in NCAA's round of 16
Greg Abel
assistant sports editor

When the JMU women's basketball
team beat Penn State, 73-71, in State
College, Pa., Saturday afternoon, they
beat a team that:
Was ranked No. 1 in the country.
Was 29-1.

BeatUVa.
Had a 28-game home winning streak.
Was averaging over 90 points a
game at home and beating opponents
by an average of over 33 points.
Giant-killers. The spoilers. David
beat Goliath. Hey, on any given night
... All the cliches work and they all
applyRealistically, JMU is a team that
was. happy just to be in the NCAA
tournament, much less beat the
nation's No. 1 ranked team. After the
Dukes lost on their home floor to
12-16 East Carolina in the semifinals
of the Colonial Athletic Association
tournament, head coach Shelia
Moorman said the chances of her team
receiving an at-large bid were unlikely.
But the bid came and the Dukes
went, marking the first time a CAA
team, men's or women's has received
an at-large bid to the the NCAA
tournament.

These kids are tough, they bounced
back from a very disappointing upset
loss in our conferene tournament, and
they just have taken it to heart that
they have been given a second
opportunity by the NCAA tournament

committee and that we were going to
do everything we could to verify their
faith in us."
Said Schuler, "It really hurt our team
after we lost to ECU. We didn't want
our season to end like that Now, I
think when everyone looks back on
our season there going to think of the
successes we've had."
Although the route JMU has taken
to the Sweet Sixteen is improbable,
Moorman is not unfamiliar territory.
She has taken five of her past six
teams to the NCAA tournament, and
four of them have advanced to the
round of 16.
In 1986, JMU beat Providence and
Virginia before succuming to Western
Kentucky. In 1987, the Dukes had a
first round bye, beat Vanderbilt, then
lost to Texas; In 1988, JMU again had
a first-round bye, then beat Clemson,
who they will face Thursday, before
falling to Tennessee; in 1989
Providence was a first round victim,
before the Dukes were stomped by
Ohio State in the round of 32.
So JMU has been this far before, but
with teams with much different
complexions. All of the Dukes
previous NCAA teams had dominant
players in the paint, go-to players in
scoring situations.
In '86 it was Julie Franken; '87 and
'88 featured Alicia Harris and two-time
CAA Player of the Year Sydney
Beasley; and in '89 the Dukes had
WOMEN page 25
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Brandy Cnrthird pump fakes for a layup over Penn State's Tina Henry.
Henry, who had a 7-inch height advantage over the junior center, did
not slow down Cnrthird, who turned in 11 points for the day's contest.

1991 NCAA Women's Basketball's Sweet Sixteen
MIDEAST

Reglonals
Semifinals

1 TMiimmfmTi
4 Western Ky. (23-21
3 Atom (25-5)

EAST

March 22 & 23
March 30

r
Philadelphia

Knoxville, Tenn.

J

10 Vanuatu (19-11)

WEST
VWrta (28-2)1

1 Georgia (27-3)

Oklahoma St (27-5) 5

1
3 wa9hhoton(244)

2 Stanford (2*5)

Austin. Texas

Las Vegas

Artansg(27-4) 3

March 31 at Urwersity of New Orleans
2 pm. EST
ELLEN STERN/THE BREEZE
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Men's tennis rips Radford, improves to 4-2
The JMU men's tennis team picked
up their fourth win of the season
Saturday when they defeated Radford
7-2. The victory increased their record
to 4-2.
JMU's number one singles player
Marc Brix was one of the two Dukes
to lose Saturday. Brix was defeated by
Rob Benjelloun 6-2, 7-6. Brix, who
had been playing number two or three,
moved to the number one spot after the
team's spring break trip. Saturday's
loss was Brix's first of the season,
taking him to 5-1.
Harris Rosenblatt was the only other
JMU player to sufffer a defeat.
Radford's Jim Wise got by Rosenblatt
7-6, 3-6,6-2.
Among JMU's other victors was
Matt Goetz, who struggled early
against Tom Beirman. Goetz dropped
his first match 0-6 before coming back
7-6,6-0.
JMU's Steve Secord defeated Martin
Fahim in straight sets, 6-2, 6-1. Duke
Sean White felled Mark Newell
6-1,6-3, and Jamie Samuel knocked off
Radford's Steve Dubiel 6-2,6-1.
The next home match will be against
Hampton University, a traditional
division I power, Tuesday at 3:00.
.„..,

JMU
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s sean wiite, the No. 4 singles seed, lunges for a volley in the Dukes victory against Radford Saturday.

Making A;A"4
Decision ,*/'^

INTRODUCING e e •
M

**

TO LIVE AT
ASHBY CROSSING...
as if... spacious 4-bedroom
apartments - furnished or
unfurnished, 2 full hath*, full-size
washer and dryer,.storage
space on your patio, 2 basketball
courts, and easy access to
campus, shopping and restaurants
weren't enough...
now we introduce Pat
Newman, our new Manager,
and Ron (.hum, our new
Maintenance Supervisor... and
they can introduce you to even more
great reasons.
Come visit them today.
Find out why so many of your
friends love living at...

1235-F Devon Lane
Harrisonhurg, VA 22801
(703)432-1001

Office Hours:
Mon - Fri 10-5
Sat 10-4

V

IW

CROSSING
i mjrutfe*trn SmiW
> ■

riliMil^iTT

Unplanned g4
Pregnancy i '
Isn't Easy
'i

We know you'll want

'.

-'J

| (»WH*JIKIT* fci &~-\ I Bin :Biiiii [■! itH

and weigh the pros and
cons carefully.
We know, too, that complex
personal circumstances can sometimes
make abortion the best choice.
At Hagerstown Reproductive Health Services we
offer family planning and early abortion services
because we believe a woman should have a full
range of options available to her.
Call us for information or to schedule an appointment — confidentially of course. If needed, you
may call us collect.

Hagerstown Reproductive Health Services
Hagerstown, MD 21740

(301) 733-2400
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433-3776!

FOURSUR
PIZZA

any small
one item
pizza and
two 16 oz.
drinks

* * * *

$5

99
+tax

9.- Dorit forget.
16 oz. drinks only 50 cents

pmitXT

I

I

433-37761

FOURSUR
PIZZA

any medium I
one item,
pizza and
two 16 oz.
drinks

* * * *

99
+tax

$6

■jTK Dorit forget
V 16 oz. drfnks
Its only SO cents

pat ofoar

433-3776

FOUR STAR
PIZZA

$7

any large
one item
pizza and
roar 16 oz.
drinks

99
+tax
Dorit forget

MEUSSA RNE0/THE BREEZE

# 16 oz. drinks only SO ctnts

Crashing the boards

liratad

In a rematch of the men's intramural championship division
finals, Lambda Chi Alpha came back from a 29-20 halftime
deficit to beat Chi Phi fraternity 48-45. Pictured are Chi Phi's
Dave Powers (right) and Bill Nash of Lambda Chi battling for a
rebound. In the game, Lambda Chi used a 10-0 spurt in the
second half to grab a 30-29 lead. They never again trailed.
Chris Coulling had four three-point baskets to pace Lambda Chi.
Eric Teasdale led Chi Phi with 16 points.

433-3776

FOURSUR
PIZZA

50

+tax

any two
big 12 inch
saBs and
two 16oz.
drinks

Choose from: Roast beef, ham and
chaos*. Italian, or meatball
MM

I

433-3776 (
99
+tax

any Large
one item
pizza

font forget
16 oz. drinks only SO ctnts

433-3776
any two
large one
hem pizzas
and roar
16 oz. drinks

Women
CONTINUED,/™* page 23

6-foot-5 inch center Carolin
Dehn-Duhr and versatile forward Missy
Dudley, both of whom were first-team
all conference selections.
1989? That was the year this year's
team matured. Vicki Harris was a first
team all-conference selection but the
Dukes had no seniors and were forced
to deal with something they hadn't had
to in a few years. Losing. But what
last year did do for the team was pull
them closer as a group. This year's
team surely is just that, a team.
No starting player is over six feet
tall and there is no real superstar. But
they play some tough D, force other
teams to make mistakes and don't
make many themselves.
"This year we definitely look for
Vicki whenever we can, but other
people can score and anybody can take
the shot and we're happy for them to
take it. Our whole team can contribute
and that's what we want"

■ Thursday when JMU takes on
Clemson at the Palestra in
Philadelphia, they will face a learn that
also has picked up some late-season
momentum. The Tigers knocked off
then-No. 1 Virginia in the first round
of the Atlatic Coast Conference
tournament and after receiving an
opening round bye in the NCAA's,
knocked off Providence 103-91.
Said Moorman Saturday: "We're just
excited, we want to make sure we don't
get too high, because we still have
some basketball to play, more
preperations to make, but we're pleased
and whether it's Providence or
Clemson, we've played them both in
the last several years so we're ready."
Students interested in attending
Thursday's game should contact the
JMU ticket office. Tickets will be $4
with a JMU ID and preparations are
being made to send buses to
Philadelphia.
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Sports department
needs writers!
Are you an ex-high school
jock? A strong writer with
a mind for sports?
We need you. We are looking for a few dedicated people to cover men's and women's
tennis and lacrosse. There is also room for sports feature writers and columnists.
Benefits include payment on a per-story basis, occassional travel and use of a company
car.
IF

YOU ARE INTERESTED, PLEASE ATTEND AN ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING TONIGHT AT
IN THE BREEZE OFFICE IN THE BASEMENT OF ANTHONY-SEEGER HALL.

5

Hunters
Ridge...
Cares about YOUR safety!**
a0...we offer On-Site Security
We also offer:
• 4 Bedroom Townhouses
• Wide Variety of Floor Plans
• Sand Volleyball and Basketball Courts
• Washer/Dryer in each unit
• Private Decks or Patios
• Custom Blinds at all windows
• Plush Carpeting
• Furnished and Unfurnished Units

Hunters Ridge Management
Hours: 10-5 Mon-Fri

Competitively Priced
2,4,5 Bedroom Condominiums
Harrisonburg bus service to and from campus
Easy walking distance to campus
On-Site Property Management
Cleaning Service
Completely Equipped Kitchen including:
Microwave, Dishwasher, refrigerator
with Ice Maker, and Range

OPEN HOUSE TODAY l-4pm
CALL 434-5150 for additional information

715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg VA 22801
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SPORTSHIGHUGHTS
Dukes raise record to 9-6
It was a successful weekend for the JMU
baseball team as the Dukes took three out of four
games on their North Carolina road swing. JMU
swept two games from UNC-Wilmington on
Saturday and split with East Carolina on Sunday.
J Ml) 's Brett N isavage notched his first save and
Derek Hacopian collected his fifth home run.

Temple Owls end Richmond's
'Cinderella' tournament, 77-64
The Richmond Spiders hung tough in the
NCAA round of 32, but came up short against
Temple's inside defense and fell 77-64 Saturday at
College Park, Md.
The Spiders (22-10) upset the No. 2 seeded
Syracuse Orangemen 73-69 Thurdsday night in the
Fust round, paced by Curtis Blah's shooting and
Kenny Wood's strong inside play. But against the
Owl's Richmond was forced to shoot fom the
outside, taking more three-pointers than they did
field goals from inside the 20-foot stripe.
Blair managed only seven points on three of
nine shooting, while Wood finished with 10.
Chris Fleming, who transferred from
Connecticut to Richmond, led the team with a
game-high 25 points on eight of 11 shooting,
including seven three-pointers.
The Spiders were able to keep close and were
down only 32-31 going into the locker room at
the half. With just 2:08 left in the game the
Spiders were down by four. Several turnovers and
a strong showing by Temple at the foul line put
the game on ice.
Temple's leading scorer was Mark Macon, who
shot seven for 18 from the field and four for seven
from the line for 20 points.
Richmond's win over the Orangemen was the
first time ever that a 15th seeded team ever
advanced into the second round, but it arguably
was not the program's biggest win. In 1988,
Richmond advanced to the "Sweet 16" with upset
wins over the defending National Champion
Indiana Hoosiers and the Ramblin' Reck of
Georgia Tech.
In 1985, Richmond also upset an Auburn team
in the first round that had Charles Barkley and
Chuck Person.

QUOTE OF TIC DAY
E

Huge win, but not the biggest
After Saturday's 73-71 upset win over top-seeded
Penn State, head coach Shelia Moorman
reminisced about the team's accomplishment in
light of past JMU NCAA performances.
"This Team reminds me of our 1986 team —
and that was the team that upset No. lUVaand
went to the Sweet 16," Moorman said.
A reporter asked Moorman if the win over the
Nittany Lions was the biggest of her JMU
program.
"Not to me," she said, "because that was
Virginia"
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JMU Results
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
At Second Round of NCAA
Tournament, Penn Stale, State
College, Pa. March 16.
JMU (73)
Harris 6-11 6-6 18. Schuler
5-11 0-013, Cmthird4-8 3-4 11.
McCracken 2-8 0-0 4, Gilmore
1-3 3-4 S. Hardison 2-6 1-2 5.
Jones 2-3 2-3 6, Michealsen 5-8
0-011. Totals 27-58 15-19 73.
Penn State (71)
Eikenberg 4-8 3-4 12, Garner
10-17 0-0 24, Phillips 7-16 5-5
11, Robinson 4-14 2-2 10,
Dougherty 1-6 0-02, Henry 0-2
0-00,Kretchmarl-20-02,
Williams 0-0 2-2 2, Coleman 0-0
0-0 0, Caplinger 0-10-00,
Holloway 0-2 0-0 0. Totals:
27-68 12-13—71.
Halftime - Penn State 41, James
Madison 29. Three point goals JMU 4-11 (Schuler 3-6,
Michealsen 1-3. McCracken 0-2),
Perm State 5-9 (Eikenberg 1-2,
Garner 4-6, Dougherty 0-1).
Fouled out - None. Rebounds JMU 37 (Harris 9), Penn Slate 36
(Phillips 11). Assists - JMU 16
(Gilmore 7), Penn State 13
(Eikenberg 5). Total fouls - JMU
17, Penn State 18.
A-4,087.
Referees—R. Bomeli, P.
Stewart

MEN'S TENNIS
March 16,1991. Harrisonburg.
James Madison 7, Radford 2
SINGLES:
1. Benjelloun (R) d. Brix (JMU)
6-2.7-6 (9-7)
2. Goetz (JMU) d. Beirman 3-6,
7-6, 6-0
3. Secord (JMU) d. Fahim 6-2.
6-1
4. White (JMU) d. Newell 6-1. 6-3
5. Wise (R) d. Rosenblau 7-3,
3-6.6-2
6. Samuel (JMU) d. Dubiel 6-2.
6-1
DOUBLES:
l.Brix/Secordd.
Benjelloun/Ncwell 6-3,7-6
2. Goetz/White d. Beirman/Wise
6-1.64
3. Rosenblatt/Samuel d.
Fahim/Bano 7-6, 6-0

.ENS GYMNASTICS
Great Lakes Championships
March 16. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Pittsburgh 272.10, Kent State
271.75, William and Mary
262.65, Wisconsin-Oshkosh
244.95. Radford 243.10. James
Madison 215.25
Floor Exercise1. (tie) Man Laundress. Kent;
Genaro Severino, Pitt. 9.3
3.Derek Kish, Kent, 9.2
Top JMU- 8.Tim Bedford 8.6
Pommel Horse1. David Williams. W&M, 9.5

2. (tie) Dave Bausmith, Pitt;
Mark Shoemaker, WisconsinOshkosh; Jorge Gonzalez. Pitt,
9.3.
Top JMU-10. Mike Onuska. 7.5
Still Ringsl.(tie) Matt Laundress, Kent;
Genaro Severino, Pitt 9.45
3.TimTozer.W&M.9.4
Top JMU- 8. Tim Bedford, 9.0
Vault1. Genaro Severino, Pitt, 9.5
2. Matt Laundress, Kent, 9.3
3. Doug Steinly. Kent, 9.15
Top JMU- 11. Mike Onuska 835
Parallel Bars1. Dave Mansky, Kent, 9.4
2. (tie) Derek Kish, Kent; Matt
Laundress, Kent, 9.3
Top JMU - 10. Gerard Ncber, 8.4
Horizontal Bar
1. Matt Laundress, Kent, 9.75
2.Damon Difabio, Pitt, 9.55
3. Derek Kish. Kent, 9.3
Top JMU- 4. (tie) Tim Bedford,
8.7
All- Around1.Genaro Severino, Pitt, 55.5
2. Matt Laundress, Kent, 54.60
3.Jorge Gonzalez, Pitt, 54.05
Top JMU-11. Tim Bedford, 48.95

WOMEN'S
GYMNASTICS
Virginia State Championships,
March 16, Radford University
William and Mary 186.15, JMU
183 JO. Radford 182.40,
Long wood 171.75.
ROOT exercise 1. Anna Dwyer, W&M. 9.7
2. Kim Coates-Wynn, W&M, 9.6
3. Sharie Murphy. JMU 93
Balance beam 1. Amy Ashurst, W&M. 9.65
2. Missy Liposky, JMU. 9.55
3. Sandy Bacci, Radford, 9.45
Uneven parrallel bars 1. Becky Bowery. Radford. 955
2. (tie) Kelli Westfall. JMU;
Kim Coates-Wynn, W&M, 95
Vault1. Mindy berg, W&M, 9.55
2. Sharie Murphy, JMU. 9.45
3. (tie) Kim Coates-Wynn. W&M;
Allison Tyler. W&M. 935

All-around 1. Becky Bowery. Rad, 37.50
(meet record-old 37.45, Foster,
W&M)
2. (tie) Sharie Murphy, JMU,
37.25 (ties own school record);
Kim Coates-Wynn. W&M. 37.25

BASEBALL
Friday
JMU11.UNCW7
JMU15 0010211—11 110
UNW200020003—7 10 2
WP—Rick Sulch (2-1)
LP—Jarman (3-2)
HRs—Kelley (2). Petrucelli
Saturday
JMU6.UNCW2
JMU 401001000—692
UNW1 00000010—280
WP—Slonaker(l-O)
LP—Herring (1-3)
HRs—None.
Sunday (doubleheadcri
East Carolina 5, JMU 1
ECU100004X—55 1
JMU1000000—120
WP—Ambrosias (4-0)
LP—Mitchell (2-3)
HRs—None.
JMU 5, East Carolina 3
JMU 0 2 0 0 2 0 0—5 6 0
ECU 0 0 2 0 010—3 4 2
WP—Jones (2-0)
LP—Beck (3-1)
S—Misavage(l)
HRs—JMU: Hacopian (1), Kelley
(3); ECU: Eason (4). Triplctt (2)
JMU's record 9-6.

SPORTS WATCH
all home events in BOLD
Monday
Baseball vs. Virginia
Military, 3 p.m.

Men's tennis vs.
Hampton, 1:30 p.m.
Men's gymnastics at Radford,
Wisconsin-Oshkosh, 7 p.m.
Tuesday
Women's lacrosse vs.
Princeton, 3 p.m.
Baseball at UVa
[Charlottesville], 3 pjn.
Women's tennis at UVa
[Charlottesville], 2 pjn.
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TAine Out From Stress and Tune In
Whatever You Like... Radio...or Even Cable.
FREE CABLE OFFER EXTENDED THROUGH MARCH
OPEN HOUSE • THURSDAY 3-7. MARCH 21
PIZZA & REFRESHMENTS
1 PORTABLE TV GIVEN AWAY WEEKLY* • COME BY AND REGISTER!

(5 hook-ups, includes each bedroom and the living room)
Includes HBO, Home Team Sports, ESPN, MTV, VH1, CNN, USA A&E, WTBS, The Weather Channel Headline News, Major Networks, etc.

Stretch out and relax on your
own DOUBLE BED in your
SPACIOUS BEDROOM. The
Commons (Phase I & II)
includes four bedrooms, two
spacious baths, patios/balconies,
dishwasher, microwave oven,
full-size washer/dryer, garbage
disposal, free cable, and free
sewer and water.
Plus: Full-Time Maintenance Staff!

PURCELL
PARK

^^^N>,

THE
COMMONS.

The Commons
^TC*. Apartments Phase II
JAMES
MADISON
are now
UNIVERSITY
renting..jFAS77
k.
#£>
^^Qr
Call The Commons at

Office Hours
M-F 9-6
Sat 10-6
Sun 12-5

432-0600
and get off campus
this fall!
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THE FAR StDE/Gary Larson

CALVIN & HOBBES/Bill Watterson
I'M HOT
(SOWS TO
SCHOOL
TOOK*.

TOOM R* SHOW AND TELL
I BROUGHT ONE. OF Ml
OWK PATENT PENDING
INVENTIONS.'

I HAVE IN HH HAND AN
IHWSTBLE. CRETINVZ.ER.'
ONE SHOT RENDERS THE
VICTIM A BABBLING SIMP,
A DOLT, AN UTTER. MORpN.'

cMSURE.CALVM/
QVEUSA.B&EAK.'

AS RoN»LD PROVES,
ITS QNflE ETTECTWE,
EVEN AT l£N6 RANGE

- "4*1 l-'f

FIND ANS DINOSAUR
BONES ^ET?

I WISH WE IWED IN THE
BADLANDS OF NONTANA.
ITS EAS\ER "WERE. BECAUSE
EfiDSION OFTEN EXPOSES
THE BONES.

HE*E THOUGH, T"00 JUST
HAVE TO START DIGGING
AND\40PER*

HENCE THE
SYSTEMATIC
APPROACH,
HMM?

RIGHT. IGU5S
ILL HAVE TO
MOVE THAT
SAPUNG.

The fuel light's on, Frank! We're all going to die!.
Wall, wail
Oh, my mistake — that's the
intercom light."

SGUZ/Bob Whisonant
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FQRRENT
4 BR, 2 Bath Condo - University Place, W/D,
range, dishwasher, microwave, refrigerator,
furnished. Avaiable Aug. 1. 1991. Cal (703)
594-2277.
Cotege Station - 4 students, fully furnished.
4 BR. AC, W/D, dishwasher, J200/mo.
(703)250-7137
Excellent Location - Right price, 4 BR
unfurnished basement apt. 10-min. walk from
campus on S. Main St. $125/BR Call after 6
pm lor appt. 434-3509
Student Housing - 3 blocks from campus.
Quiet house, summer ft tail rentals. $185 $235, includes heat. 433 9189
2*3 Person Apts. - Individual leases. 8min. walk lo campus. $165 - $220, includes
heat 433-9189
University Court Townhouse - 3 BR, pool,
W/D, walk to class, available now thru August.
Reduced rent. 433-2221
Ml. View Drive Townhouse - 5 BRs,
furnished, walking distance. $190/mo. each.1
year lease (8/91 - 8/92). W/D. (703)
450-5006.
Have House For Group Of 8 - Or 2 groups
of 4. Upstairs has 4 BRs. kitchen ft bath.
Downstairs has 4 BRs, kitchen, bath ft living
room $145/person ♦ equal share of utilities.
August to August lease. Close to downtown.
Lease & deposit. 433-1873

1 Bedroom Apartment
(Quiet, No Parties)
Month to Month Lease
$315 (Ask About our Winter Specials)
Dutchmill Court (4 Blocks to JMU)
434-2100
New, Furnished, 2 BR Apt - $225/mo
each. Call Amy. 4334365. Sublet 1/2 BR all
or part of summer. $150/mo. each.
Neil To Anthony-S eager - Duke Garden
Apts. Fuly furnished for 3,4 or 5. Same price,
$750/mo. Has deck. W/D, microwave, 2-1/2
baths. Cal Barry Funkhouser ft Associates.
434-2400
Apts. - Location, walk to classes. 1 block
from JMU. Living room, kitchen with
appliances. 1 BR with 2 closets, carpeted,
laundry lacilities, storage, private parking.
$320/mo., limit 2 people. Tenant pays utilities.
No pets. Available June 1. 1991. 434-7373.
alter 6 pm 867-9393.
Country Cfub Court - 3 BR. 1-1/2 bath.
kitchen appliances, new carpet, available
June t. $525 lease/deposit. 833-2002
Hunter* Ridge Townhouse - Not the
ordinary. 3 BRs. 2 living rooms, kitchen,
Smokehouse furniture, al appliances. $225
each. Cal LeDhu Tynes evenings, 433-1333.
College Station - 2 private rooms. Quiet ft
convenient. Share house with 2 males. Rent
$2,400/year each. Call evenings, (703)
978-1782.
Cheep! University Place, own room, walk
JMU, only $175. Furnished, new paint/carpet,
microwave, dishwasher, W/D, IvVF, Brad,
(703) 378-1722 collect.
University Court Townhouse - 2 females
needed Avaiable Fall "91. Fuly fumishedl
$185Ano. Pal, (703)281-2712.
4 BR Condo - Furnished. WO, microwave.
TV, desks, ashes, Individual leases
$200/mo. Available 8/16/91. Cal 434-3109
after 5 pm
June ft July - Sublease al Hunters Ridge.
Cal Donna, 564-1371.

r.

Sublet Summer - 1 BR in 3 BR Hunters
Ridge lownhouse Furnished, own BR ft own
bath. Cal Heri, 432-0888

Sublease Hey ft Summer - Discounted,
furnished, 5-min. walk to campus. Campus
Condos, $175. Cal Kristi. 5640757.
1 Or 2 BR Apt - Most utilities included.
Walking
distance
from
JMU.
$275
rent/deposit. Cal 434-1840 after 430 pm.
House Above HiUskJe Dorm - Plenty of
parking. 433-2126 after 5 pm.
JMU Off-Campus Student Housing - New
Hunters Ridge end unl lownhouse. $21S/mo.
rental, living - dining rooms furnished, call
collect (804) 340-8993 for details.

College Station & University Place
$$$$$ Discount leases available
now for 1991-92 term. 3 stories, 4
BRs, fully furnished,(W/D included).
Ideal location within blocks of JMU.
Groups of 4 or 5. For more info.,
please cal 432-6541 after 5 pm.
May ft Summer - House behind JMs.
$115/mo. Jeff, 433-3277.
Sublet Summer - 2 rooms available Hunters
Ridge. Liz. Amy, 434-0264.
Sublet May - July - 2 rooms, Cotege
Station, females. 4334313. Dara or Christie.
New Duplex - 4 BRs, 2 baths. W/D included.
Good location. 434-7956 after 430 pm
Sublet - Commons. $125/mo., W/D,
microwave, ful size bed ♦ more. Janet.
564-0148.
Forest Hills Townhouse - Available for next
year. 5 BRs, fuly lurnished kitchen, fireplace,
deck, new carpel. Close to campus. Cal (703)
743-7639 for more into, or appt. to view. Real
nice.

The Commons - Sublease June - Aug. 4
BRs. 2 lull baths, very clean. Call 433-6438.
Campus Condos - Sublet summer. 2
females needed Call Kathy. 564-1744.

University Court
Beautifully furnished 4 BR
lownhouse for women.
Pool, deck, AC, walking distance.
Available August. Great rent
x6491,9amto5pm.
FranUki St Sublet - May - Aug. '91 Single
spacious apt1, for responsible tenant Partialy
lurnished. great
location
Cal Mary.
433-8932. Price negotiable.

Why Pay $600-$7M For An XT Computer?
You can do word processing, spread sheets
or any other applications lor less. Zenith
Eazy-PCXT. 512k. dual 3-1/2 drives. 14'
monitor, Panasonic printer ft software needed
to start work or play. Dorr! wa) in the lab,
work in your rooml Cal Scott, 432-9734.
$499, computer or $649. computer, printer ft
software or best offer.
College Station - Reduced to $75,900.4 BR.
2 bath, luly furnished. Heat pump. Lease or
purchase. Devon Lane. $62.500,3 BR. 1-1/2
bath, central air. lease or purchase. University
Place. $62,900, 3 BR, 2 bath condo. Hess ft
Miller. Inc., 434-7383. Wiliam Rick Martt.
433-8607.
197S VW Rabbi - Cheap, reliable
transportation. Good mechanical condition.
$500. Cal 828-4464.

Randy - Thanks for the fantastic time at
White Rose. Kim.

laiYliH^
Horizon Sure Tan - Is your professional
tanning center. Phone 434-1812 or slop by
1106 Reservoir St.
Hunter - Jumper Stable - Lessons,
boarrjng, showing. Large indoor ring. 7 miles
east of JMU. Mill Creek Farm, 234-9781.
Terrific Typist - Reasonable, last, accurate,
near JMU. Cal 434-4332.
Need Alterations, Repairs Or Outfits Made
To Fl? Cal 432-0038.

WANTED
2 Roommates Needed - Madison Manor,
newly furnished, May/Summer/Fal. $480/mo.
x4336,x5313.
Needed - Non-smoking lemales lor Hunters
Ridge Townhouse. Call Ladi, 4340264.
tease For Fal Semester 1991 - Cal
Debbie, 432-0570.
Special Olympics Needs You - Help coach
track ft lie Id Tuesday nights, 5 - 7 pm,
Harrisonburg High School. Call Chris lor more
into.. 433-3356.

Blood Drive- Today, PC Ballroom, 11 am- 4
pm, sponsored by AQUl
Vole Pat Southal - SGA President.
Jesus Awareness Week - Is next week,
Mar. 25-30.

Psi Chi - Come hear Dr. Carrier speak Mon.
21. WCC.
War With Russia? Hear CoL Myrl Allinder.
this Sunday night, 6 pm, Harrison A-205.
You Never Know Until You Try - Donl
throw I away!

All students are
invited to the

Social Work
Celebration Day
Fri., Mar. 22
9:30 - 3 pm
Workshops at
11 am, 1 & 2 pm
Warren Campus Center
Highlands Room
Fast Presbyterian Church - Harrisonburg.
Va. is now recruiting lor the fotowing
positions. 1: One nursery worker for Sundays
from 8:15 am - 12:15 pm. Salary is
$24.75/Sunday. Immediate opening. 2: Three
Youth Advisors lor Sunday evenings from
6:15 - 8:15 pm plus planning sessions ft
special occasions. Salary is $130mw.
Positions open in Sept 1991 but interviews
will occur in April. Call 434-6551 for an
application for either of these positions.
AXn - Good luck with your clean-upl Your
Sister Sorority, AT.

Modem - Hayes Compatbte 2400 BAUD, like
new, unused only 2 firs. $225 or best offer.
Cal 828-2923 after 4 pm.

Push Week 1991 - Pi Kappa Phi Disability
Awareness Week.

A* - Lars get psyched for Formal.

Summer Sublet Available - Hunters Ridge.
call Debbie, 432-0570.

Mountain Bke - Great shape.
components. Call 433-0743 lor into.

Good

Hoyst - You're doing a great job! Keep it up!
AT.

Sex, Drugs ft Rock ft Rot - But you're stil
searching? Jesus Awareness Week is next
week.

Super Location/Greet Price - Cal Kim.
433-3528 about University Place.

•84 Ford Mustang LX - t owner. 6 cylinder,
automatic, red with charcoal interior, air,
cruise. Excelent condition. 434-8206 or
X6637. Best offer

Adoption - Loving couple unable to have a
child, wishes lo adopt a baby. Please call
Beth ft Jim collect, (703) 385-1632

Sublet Olde M - 4 BR apt. 1 tor summer. 3
for May ft summer. Females only. Call
434-0270.
Close To Campus - Townhouses lor 3 or 4
students. 2-1/2 baths, lurnished ft appliances,
private parking. 432-1276 days. Act nowl
Enjoy Privacy! Entire 3rd floor, large BR. ful
bath, walk-in dose). Fuly furnished
lownhouse, all appliances. Great location.
S240/mo. 432-1276

Only 2 Remaining 5 BR Apts.,
fully furnished, 5 minutes from
campus on S. Main St.,
personally managed by owner.
Can after 6 pm for appt.
Apt. Sublet - 2 BR. 1 bath, furnished, pool,
clubhouse, on bus route. Avaiable May 1 to
Jury 31.564-1257
Sublet May - August - Ode MM Wage.
Rent negotiable. 433-2970. Amy.
Summer Sublet - 1 BR, lurnished
lownhouse. Female, non-smoker. $210/mo.
Tali, 564-1668.
.
Summer Sublease - 1 room, can
accommodate 2 people. Campbell St. Cal
Mary at x4302. Price negotiable.
Ferrule Roommate Needed - May, summer.
Private room ft bath. 10 mm. wak to campus.
Great roommates, rent negotiable. Call
Robyn. 434-7291.
2 Townhouses h University Court Available May 31 tor "91-92 school year. Each
has 3 BRs. W/D ft are side by side. Short
wak to bus wop ft class. Cal Chris.

Ovation Celebrity Ac/Elec Guitar Excellent condition. $350. Cal Brian. X5593.

HOP WANTED
Overseas Jobs - $900-2,000 mo. Summer,
year round, al countries, al fields. Free into.
Write UC. PO Box 52-VA04, Corona Del Mar.
CA 92625.
___
National Company Needs Handy People To put together hot-selling Hems. Excelent
payl Cal (504) 641-8003 axt. 3909.
Easy Work! Excelent Pay! Assemble
products at home. Cal for into. (504)
641*»3ext411.
The New Midway Del - Now hiring
responsible, enthusiastic people tor kitchen ft
delivery positions
Great pay, flexible
scheduing, exciting work. Apply within at
Midway Dei. new del in Midway Market.
Tebmarketeri Needed - For expanding
program. Hourly + commission. I you lack
enthusiasm, motivation ft confidence, donl
call' 432 6943
Challenging Summer Jobs - With outdoor
fun, salary ft room/board in camps tor
drsabled persons. Need male/female camp
counselors, HeguarrJs ft speciafrits in food
service, canoeing ft camping/nature. In
beautiful Blue Ridge Mountains or near
Virginia's East Coast. Great experience for
any future career) Training provided. Apply
ASAP to Camp Easter Seal, Box 5496,
Roanoko. VA 24012. (800) 365-1656.
Wa Meed Sel Motivated Students - Earn
up lo $10Vhr. Market credi cards on campus.
Heath hours. Only 10 positions available
Cal now (800) 9504472 ext. 20.

Congratulations

To £AE -

On your

colonization. A*.

Harmony Week
begins
Saturday

The University Program Board
Congratulates the new
Executive Council

Honor Councl - Is accepting applications for
investigators for "91-92. They can be picked
up in Room &5E, WCC.

Club Sandwich -

Pi Kappa Phi -Wants you lo Give- A-PUSH.

Film Chair- •
Film Assistants -

Sean Bates
Serena Ricci
Scott Shoup
Cathy Egan
JanelSchuh

Global Awareness &
Contemporary IssuesMichelle Giron
Christine Pick
Major Events John Kinsley
Rick Young
Public Relations Kari Burr
Publicity Wendy Cunningham
LelandHall
Technical ServicesJennifer Schafler
Ticket Karen Gerard
Executive Chair - Michael Wilmeth
Executive Assistant- Chris Straub
hterested In A Career - Where you can
make a difference9 Social Work Celebration
Day. Fri., Mar. 22,930 am - 3 pm. WCC.
Loving Couple Desires To Adopt - An
infant to join our lamty. I you are pregnant ft
considering placing your baby for adaption,
please cal Diana or Peter, cotact al (703)
338-5611.
Zuw - We want our brother back. Friends of
Syngt

Wishing The Best Of Everything - To the
best there is... thank you Bluestone RAsI
Tonkjhtl Liz Swasey. of the NRA. wil
moderate a gun control debate at 830 pm.
Everyone invited. Aleghany Room of WCC.
Canvas Earth Bags! Avaiable in the
Commuter Student lounge, WCC basement. 1
for $3,2 for $5.

Let's Talk Pig!
Discussion of Senior Pig Roast!
Help needed to organize & run!
Meeting at 7:30 pm tonight in
Afleghany Room, WCC
UCO Junior Class
We.tmlni.tar
Fellowship
Meets
Wednesday nights al 7 pm in Tidewater
Room, WCC. Coma for singing, provacative
discussion, prayer ft open rrindsl
$1*0 Reward - Recovery lor long, wool, navy
blue overcoat stolen Irom AXA on Fab. 28.
Please cal x4799.
Donl Just Do It, Do I Right - Vote Pat
Southal, SGA PraaBant
PUSH - PaMpto UndWattfldarig ttkt Stvtnty

s^r » c>
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MckMl - Wirwartan awn** jaden Dianstag
und Doimarstag aul 1020 uhr. nur um Oir
naha w am. VmHtct* siahst Du jam wie wr
fuaHan und bafliMdaat una In ureersr
hoflnungstosan situation. Unaara awigo lobe,
Mil.
Blood DrK>« - Today. PC Balnom. 11 am - 4

English Society Elections
Tues., Mar. 19
Keezel G-9,5 pm
All majors welcome!
We need dedicatedjeaders!

pm. sponsored by AGO.
Homaby - You time incredkle on the baacn!
I buyout Homdog.

in, nK, AT - We carrl wait to spend
another St. Patrick's Day with youl Love. Tha
Zelas.
■

For Tha Candidate - Who's got it all. vote
Pat Soutnal.SGA President.

Happay MarrM CMkflaaa Couple -Wahaa
to adopt infant. Please call Joan or Rick
coted. (703) 871-9244.

NBA Va. Congress - 8:30 pm, Monday.
WCC.RoomC.

Amy - Thanks lor a blast In tfawiinsl Waich
oU lor hurricanes & rainbowsl Pat Os wil
miss usl Susan ne.

PI Kappa PM - Breaking the National
ScaftoW Siting Record.

EC, XO) » EK - St Paddy's Day at Metrose
was awesomel We're lucky* wa got to party
with youl Love, AIA.

Pal CM - Coma hear Dr. Canter apeak Mon.
21.WCC.

Hay You - Yas you. Mow your heart I

Jbn Morrison h) Wrong - Jesus Awareness
Week, neat weak.
„___^
Dandy - I effort is rewarded by success,
your presentation wa be increoWe! Good
luck. Keep California Donna in line. M.

Ad> - Would Ike to thank all sororities lor the
"welcome to the Row."

Chris - Surprise! Spring break was awesomel
Can! wait lo see you again! Lot's make it
soon I Love. T.

Let's Talk Pig!
Discussion of Senior Pig Roast!
Help needed to organize & run!
Meeting at 7:30 pm tonight in
AlleghanyRoom.WCC
UCO Junior Class

Is Your Carpet Dirty?
Call the Steam Cleaners

Callx4136orx7619

Card Readings, Channelling, Private *
Groups - Call Dianne. 432-6761.
AT Seniors - Good luck this semester! We
love youl

AIDS, Counseling, Substance Abuse,
Menial Health. Homeless Issues - Speakers
*> workshops. Social Work Celebration Day.
FA, Mar. 22,930 am - 3 pm. WCC.

Will be done Mar. 23
It is fast, convenient &
inexpensive!

He's The Moat Quoted Man ki History Jesus. And His week is next week.

The Row Welcomes Our Newest Neighbor

Adoption - Happily married chldess couple
with large loving extended family. Strong
family values & financial security. Seeking
happy healthy white or tx racial infant. Call us
collect. Michael & Karen. (202) 686-1134.

A War Over OH? Hear Col. Myrl Alk'nder. this
Sunday night, 6 pm. Harrison A-205.

AO> - Get psyched for rollerskating.

- A o. See you Tuesday.

Blue Eyes - The best A most beautiful
things in the world cannot be seen or even
touched. They must be fell with the heart.'
H.K. Love, Green Eyes.

You cocild have used this space to tell your
honey how much you loved him or her.

NO!
If you're interested in placing a classified, come down to The Breeze in the basement of Anthony-Seeger
Hall. Deadline for Thursday's issue is noon Tuesday and for Monday's issue, noon Friday. The first 10
words will cost you $2.50, and any additional group of 10 words is $2.

GET LEID
IT'S ALL COMING OFF THURSDAY

THE HOLE IN THE WALL GANG HAS MOVED!
Come check out TOUCH THE EARTH in our
new location at 124 S. Main St. (Corner of S.
Main and Newman Ave.) We've recently
received 3 new shipments of beads and ethnic
clothing. Hope to see you soon.

. Touch y

I

124 S. MAIN ST.
434-2895

ONLY 1 UNIT LEFT
March 21, 6:00 -10:00 P.C. Ballroom

mi

I

BAND

RING
PREMIERE
MARCH 21,1991

Food and Drink

ARTQ1RVED
\

COLLEGE JEWELRY

np

m
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The Best Pizza In Town...Honest!

It's March Madness!
Who has the BEST Pizza at the fairest price in Town?

Here's our PICK!
Mr, fatti'g

Mr. Gatti's

Competitor #2l
Competitor # 3
"*
"l Competitor #4
Competitor # 4f

433-0606
Delivery; 11 AM -1 AM Sun.-Thurs.
A ONE TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA,
PLUS 2 FREE DRINKS

Original or Pan Perfect

$6.00
Good For Delivery or Take-out Only

A THREE TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA,
PLUS 2 FREE DRINKS

Original or Pan Perfect

$7.00

Good For Delivery or Take-out Only

f

11AM -2 AM Fri.-Sat

FAST FEAST BUFFET
NOW PAN PERFECTED!
Featuring ALL YOU CAN EAT...
24 ITEM SALAD BAR
Rotini, Spaghetti, Sauce (with and without meat)
ALL YOUR FAVORITE ORIGINAL AND PAN
PERFECT CRUST PIZZAS INCLUDING
FIESTA, TACO, VEGETARIAN, HAWAIIAN,
DUTCH APPLE TREAT, AND
CHEESEBURGER.
GARLIC AND CINNAMON BREAD
BUFFET AVAILABLE DAILY
11:00 AM - 2:00 PM: $3.99
5:30 PM - 8:30 PM: $4.29

A ONE TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA,
PLUS 4 FREE DRINKS

OrighudOnly

$8.00
Good For Delivery or Take-out Only

A THREE TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA,
PLUS 4 FREE DRINKS

Original Only

$9.00
Good For Delivery or Take-out Only

IUKMILB.

